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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Aerostar Environmental Services, Inc. (AEROSTAR) conducted a Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment (Phase I ESA) for the Engineering Study and Conceptual Design Phase of County Road
(CR) 16A from State Road (SR) 13 to State Road (SR) 16, in St. Johns County, Florida, hereafter
referred to as the subject corridor. The purpose of this assessment was to identify recognized
environmental conditions associated with the subject corridor and 34 proposed pond .:.ites. A
recognized environmental condition is defined in ASTM Standard E 1527-97 and ASTM Standard
E 1527-00; Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Process, as "the presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances or petroleum
products under conditions that indicate an existing release, a past release, or a material threat of a
release of any hazardous substances or petroleum products into structures on a property or into
ground, groundwater, or surface water of the property."
At the request of Mr. Mike Roland of CH2M HILL, the Phase I ESA encompassed an approximate
seven mile roadway corridor along CR 16A from SR13 to SR 6 in St. Johns County, Florida (Figure
1). Specifically, all the property adjacent to CR 16A was evaluated. In addition, it was requested
that AEROSTAR evaluate 34 proposed pond sites along the subject corridor. Four aerial
photographs indicating the proposed pond sites along the corridor were provided by CH2M HILL.
Most of the adjoining properties along the subject corridor and the proposed pond sites were
inaccessible, largely because the lands were private property and/or fenced. The subject corridor
consisted largely of rural residential, undeveloped, and agricultural land. Other current land uses
along the subject corridor included: ( 1) a convenience store/gas station that adjoins the western
starting point of CR 16A, across SR 3; (2) two electrical substations adjoin CR 16A in the eastern
portion; (3) a convenience store/gas station that is located approximately 150 feet south of the
western starting point of CR 16A; (4) a small vacant building, registered as a UST facility, located
north of CR 16A in the central portion of the subject corridor; (5) a private hunting preserve located
south of CR 16A near SR 13 and the intersection of CR 210; and (6) an abandoned, derelict house
and shed, registered as a LUST facility, located north of 3rd Street and west of CR 16A.
Data obtained from aerial photographs indicated that the subject corridor consisted of a mix of
wooded land, rural residential land, and agricultural land from at least 1942 to 2005. The western
end of the corridor consisted of one commercial facility, a gas station/convenience store, beginning
in the 1975 aerial photograph. A small building, registered with the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) as Nelson's Property, appeared in the aerial photographs from
1975 to 2005 with a semi-circular drive accessing a very small structure that appeared to be a
dispenser island, located south of the main building. Two electrical substations were located along
the eastern portion of the corridor; Orangedale Substation was constructed in 1970, based on a St.
Johns County Property Appraiser's Office property card, and Mill Creek substation was constructed
after 1998, based on aerial photographs. The farm land (active and fallow row crops) began
appearing along the subject corridor beginning in the 1975 aerial photograph. The other agricultural
lands, mostly pastureland, began appearing by the 1975 aerial photograph. The existing sod farm
property appeared the same back to the 1975 aerial photograph. The agricultural land appeared as
active and fallow farm lands, pasture land, a sod farm, and a former ranch site, all present from the
1975 to the 2005 aerial photographs. A large landing field was visible on the 1942 aerial
1

photographs, located over 800 feet from the subject corridor. This former airfield is presently the
location of Weedman Farms. Several airfields were constructed throughout St. Johns County during
World War II, and were reportedly used for landing and takeoff practice and as bombing ranges. It
is unknown exactly what the airfield was utilized for and if unexploded ordnances are present at the
site.
Environmental agency information was found concerning the subject corridor through the database
s2arch and regulatory file review conducted as part of this investigation. Environmental agency
information is provided in the Parcel Data Sheets (Appendix A) for each parcel of potential concern,
including facilities identified in the regulatory report and the local/state regulatory offices, that is a
registered facility.
No NPL, CERCLIS, CERCLIS-NFRAP, SHWS, SWLF, Florida Sites, RCRA-TSD, CORRACTS,
CERCLIS-NFRAP, Priority Cleaners, or ERNS sites were identified in the FirstSearch Technology
Corporation (FirstSearch) database report within the ASTM-specified minimum search radii for the
subject corridor. Two LUST facilities, one RCRA facility, and five UST facilities were identified
along the subject corridor. One of the UST/LUST facilities was not cited in the database report;
information about these facilities (also a UST facility) and one UST facility were obtained from
FDEP' s online database. Potential impacts were noted to the subject corridor from some of these
identified facilities.
Based upon the Risk Rating Point System described in Table l, 12 potential off-site Recognized
Environmental Conditions (RECs) were identified along the subject corridor. Five proposed pond
sites are located on or adjoining one of the 12 identified potential off-site concerns. The parcels
with potential off-site concerns are listed in Table 2. The five proposed pond sites are listed in
Table 3.
Parcel specific information for each parcel with RECs that is located along the subject corridor and
for the five proposed pond sites that are located on or adjoining a parcel of potential concern was
generated in a Contamination Screening Evaluation (CSE) format, along with a Risk Rating Point
Assignment. The information generated for these parcels and pond sites is provided on the Parcel
Data Sheets included in Appendix A.
Based on the results of the Phase I ESA, a total of 12 parcels with RECs were identified along the
subject corridor, and five proposed pond sites were identified on or adjoining one of the 12 parcels
with RECs. Further assessment is recommended along the subject corridor where potential impacts
could exist from these off-site concerns and in the five proposed pond locations where potential
impacts could exist from the identified off-site concerns. Specific recommendations for further
assessment should be evaluated along with proposed right-of-way and pond site acquisition and/or
construction activities.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the scope of work for this
report; Section 3 describes regional geology and hydrogeology; Section 4 presents general subject
corridor information; Section 5 presents a discussion of the history of the subject corridor; Section
6 presents a summary of site reconnaissance; Section 7 presents our regulatory review; Section 8
presents a risk rating point assignment; Section 9 presents a summary of our conclusions and
2

recommendations; and Section 10 presents a signature of environmental professionals reviewing the
report. Parcel Data Sheets are included as Appendix A. Pertinent results of a computerized
regulatory agency database search are included as Appendix B. Appendix C presents the
qualifications and resumes of the environmental professionals performing this investigation.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

AEROSTAR was contracted by CH2M Hill to perform environmental site assessment activities for
the roadway corridor along County Road 16A from State Road 13 to State Road 16 in St. Johns
County, Florida. A Street Site Location Map is included as Figure 1. The Phase I ESA was
performed to identify recognized environmental conditions associated with the subject corridor and
34 proposed pond sites identified on four aerial photographs provided by CH2H Hill. This section
of the report describes the scope of work completed in conducting the Phase I ESA, and also presents
any limitations associated with our findings.
2.1

Scope of Work

The Phase I ESA was conducted in general accordance with ASTM Standard E-1527-97 and ASTM
Standard E-1527-00, "Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments:
Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process." The assessment consisted of three tasks: review
background information; conduct a property assessment; and prepare the Phase I ESA report
documenting the findings with appropriate recommendations. Specifically, AEROSTAR's
environmental site assessment consisted of the following steps:
•

Visited the accessible portions along the subject corridor and proposed pond sites, made
observations, obtained photographic documentation of the sites, and interviewed key
personnel. The interviews and site inspections were conducted whenever possible to
identify past or current materials handling and operating practices that could result in
environmental liabilities or compliance responsibilities under various state and federal
environmental statutes.

•

Performed a review of readily available aerial photographs, Sanborn Fire Insurance
Maps, and City Directories to identify past uses of the sites.

•

Performed a review of federal, state, and local environmental agency databases to
identify potential on-site and off-site environmental concerns. Copies of the
environmental database reports are included in Appendix B.

•

Conducted file reviews at the local regulatory department and/or the FDEP.

•

Reviewed operations, chemical handling, waste management systems, and prior waste
handling practices at each parcel. Discussed with facility occupants and/or property
owners any complaints, legal proceedings, and violations in which the property may have
been involved, as well as specific environmental management policies and
communications with regulatory agencies.

4

2.1.1

Review of Subject Corridor History

Historical aerial photographs were reviewed to determine past usage of the subject corridor and
surrounding properties. Examination of the aerial photographs generally allows determination of
whether the subject corridor and adjacent properties were previously used for pasture, agriculture,
mining, residential, commercial, or possibly industrial purposes. Identification of the previous usage
of the land can provide an indication of present day environmental status of the subject corridor and
its adjacent properties. Aerial photographs for 1942 and 1960 were obtained from the Publication
of Archival, Library and Museum Materials (P ALMM): Florida Flights; aerial photographs from
1975 through 1998 were from Imaging Technologies, Inc.; and aerial photographs from 2005 were
from St. Johns County Property Appraiser's online database. Please note that the months of the
aerial photographs are included only the first time they are listed below. Aerial photographs
reviewed during this investigation included:
•

lC-10, 2C-50: March 1942

•

Photograph Index Only, 1960

•

Panel Nos. 8D, 9A, 14A, 14B, 24A, 24D, 35C and 36A: 11/1975, 3/1980, 12/1985,
11/1988, 2/1993, and 2/1998.

•

Panel No. 13: 1975, 1988, and 1993.

•

Panel No. 13C: 1975, 1980, 1983, 1993 and 1998.

•

Panel No. 23: 1975, 1980, 1983 and 1993.

•

Panel No. 24B: 1975, 1983, 1988, 1993 and 1998.

•

Panel No. 36B: 1980, 1985, 1988, 1993 and 1998.

•

Aerial Photograph 2005, St. Johns County Property Appraiser' s Office.

Historical maps, documents and directories were reviewed when available. City directories and
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps did not cover the subject corridor vicinity due to its rural location.
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2.1.2

Review of Regulatory Agency Files

Federal, state, and local environmental agency data was reviewed to determine if the potential for
recognized environmental conditions exist at or in the vicinity of the subject corridor. The proximity
of the subject area to items such as underground storage tanks (USTs), hazardous waste facilities,
landfills or known contaminated sites can create the potential for hazardous environmental
conditions to be present at the subject corridor. To determine if this potential exists, the information
sources described below were reviewed.
Registered tanks, both aboveground and underground, were identified by reviewing the regulatory
database report, FDEP's online database and assistance from FDEP personnel in the Northeast
District Office. F DEP files were reviewed to obtain additional information concerning storage tanks
identified in the regulatory database or those facilities observed in the field. Hazardous waste
activity along or near the subject corridor was researched by reviewing the regulatory database
report, which identifies facilities that transport, generate, store and/or dispose of hazardous wastes.
Personnel with St. Johns County, Solid Waste Department, were contacted regarding lists or reports
of any unauthorized dumps or landfills along the subject corridor or in its vicinity. Files with FDEP
were also reviewed, as needed, to determine facilities regulated by the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) which may be located along the subject corridor. RCRA sites are active
facilities whose operations generate, store, treat, or dispose of hazardous waste. A search of the
following computerized databases was conducted, within the specified ASTM radii, to determine
if hazardous sites or serious local environmental problems exist on or immediately adjacent to the
subject parcels:
•

The National Priorities List (NPL) (one-mile radius)

•

The Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability and
Information System (CERCLIS) List (Y2-mile radius)

•

The RCRA Corrective Actions and Associated TSD List (CORRACTS-(TSD)) (one-mile
radius)

•

RCRA Permitted Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facilities List (TSD) (Y2-mile radius)

•

RCRA registered large generators (RCRA-LQG) and small generators (RCRA-SQG) of
hazardous waste (subject corridor or adjacent)

•

The Emergency Response Notification System of spills (ERNS) (subject corridor)

•

The Florida Sites (FL Sites) List and State Hazardous Waste Sites (SHWS) (one-half
mile and one mile, respectively)

•

The Florida Solid Waste Landfills Facilities Database (SWLF) (Y2-mile radius)

•

Any state listing of registered above/underground storage tanks (AST/UST) and leaking
underground storage tanks (LUST)(subject corridor and Y2-mile radius, respectively)
6

2.1.3

Visual Site Inspection

Environmental auditing specialists inspected the sites along the subject corridor and adjacent
properties. Inspections were limited to visual inspections from the right-of-way area. Inspections
of proposed pond sites were very limited due to inaccessibility and the location of the proposed pond
sites on private property. Each individual parcel was not accessed as part of this investigation. An
emphasis was placed on detecting the presence of operations having the potential to negatively
impact the environment. Items such as electrical equipment capable of housing polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), aboveground and underground storage tanks, waste disposal, chemical storage
areas, and general business operations were addressed. Adverse environmental impacts, such as
stressed vegetation or stained soils, were visually identified when present. All phases of the site
inspection were documented. Local geologic and hydrogeologic conditions of the subject corridor
and surrounding areas were also documented.
2.1.4

Review of Maps

Various maps were reviewed to determine the hydrogeologic/geologic conditions (i.e., topography,
surface water flow direction, soil characteristics, etc.) associated with the subject corridor and
surrounding properties. Maps reviewed during this investigation included:

2.1.5

•

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle map
of "Orangedale, Florida," 1993.

•

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle map
of "Picolata, Florida," 1991.

•

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service, Soil
Survey of St. Johns County, Florida, 1983.

Interviews of Knowledgeable Persons

Interviews were conducted, where possible, either in person or by telephone, with individuals that
provided information pertaining to the environmental status of the subject corridor. The
interviewing process is most extensively used when additional information is needed to determine
and verify details associated with an area of environmental concern (i.e., land use history, occurrence
of hazardous waste spills, locations of storage tanks, etc.).
2.2

Limitations

AEROST AR's assessment represents a review of certain information relating to the subject corridor
that was obtained by methods described above and did not include sampling or other monitoring
activities at the property. While AEROSTAR has used reasonable care to avoid reliance upon data
and information that is inaccurate, AEROSTAR is not able to verify the accuracy or completeness
of all data and information available during the investigation and some of those conclusions would
be different if the information upon which they are based is determined to be false, inaccurate or
incomplete.
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AEROST AR makes no legal representations whatsoever concerning any matter including, but not
limited to, ownership of any property or the interpretation of any law. AEROST AR further disclaims
any obligations to update the report for events taking place after the time during which the
assessment was conducted.
This report is not a comprehensive site characterization and should not be construed as such. The
opinions presented in this report are based upon the findings derived from a site reconnaissance, a
limited review of specified regulatory records and historical sources, awl comments made by the
interviewees.
Phase I ES As, by their very nature, are limited. AEROST AR has endeavored to meet what it
believes is the applicable standard of care, and, in doing so, is obliged to advise the Client of Phase
I ESA limitations. AEROST AR believes that providing information about limitations is essential
to help the Client identify and thereby manage its risks. Through additional research, these risks can
be mitigated - but they cannot be eliminated. AEROST AR will, upon request, advise the Client of
the additional research opportunities available, their impact, and their cost.
As noted above, the Phase I ESA was conducted at the referenced subject corridor, and this report
was prepared for the use solely by the client. This report shall not be relied upon by or transferred
to any other party without the express written authorization of AEROSTAR.
Along with all of the limitations set forth in various sections of the ASTM Standard E 1527-00
protocol, the accuracy and completeness of this report is necessarily limited by the following:
•

Physical Obstructions to Observations - While a thorough ground reconnaissance was
conducted where possible, dense vegetation, fences, and private property limited inspection
of some of the properties that adjoined the subject corridor and many of the proposed pond
sites. These obstructions prevented a complex site inspection.

•

Historical Data Source Failure -An attempt was made to determine the uses of the properties
within the subject corridor from the present back to first developed use; however, the aerial
photographs did not provide coverage of the subject corridor prior to 1942. The 1960 aerial
photographic index was available online; however, the poor quality did not allow for close
inspection and interpretation. The next available set of aerial photographs was from 1975.
City directories for the City of St. Augustine did not provide coverage of the subject corridor.
Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps did not provide coverage of the subject corridor. The historical
records researched did not allow the history of all the parcels located along the corridor to
be traced back to 1940 or to the obvious first developed use, whichever came earlier, which
constitutes historical data failure per ASTM Standard E 1527-00 § 7.3.2.3.
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3.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
3.1

Topography

The State of Florida lies principally on the Florida Platform. A thick sequence of carbonate rocks
capped by a thin, siliclastic sediment-rich sequence forms the Florida Platform. These sediments
range in age from mid-Mesozoic (200 million years ago [mya]) to Recent. Florida's aquifer system
developed in the Cenozoic sediments ranging from latest Paleocene (55 mya) to late Pleistocene
(<100,000 years ago) in age (Scott). The sediments supra-adjacent to the Floridan aquifer system
include quartz sands, silts, and clays (siliciclastics) with varying admixtures of carbonates as discrete
beds and sediment matrix. Deposition of these sediments occurred from Miocene (24 mya) to the
Recent. The Neogene (24 mya to 1.6 mya) and Quaternary (1.6 mya to the present) sediments form
the intermediate aquifer and/or confining unit and the surficial aquifer system (Scott). The area of
the investigation is located in Sections 27, 32-35, and 37; Townships 5 and 6 South; Range 27 East,
in the 1993 version of the 7.5-minute United States Geological Survey (USGS) Topographical
Quadrangle Map of "Orangedale, Florida" and in Sections 2, 5, 7, 12, 18, 35, and 37; Township 6
South; Ranges 27 and 28 East, in the 1991 version of the 7.5-minute United States Geological
Survey (USGS) Topographical Quadrangle Map of "Picolata, Florida" According to the topographic
maps, the subject corridor is situated at elevations between 5 and 30 feet above the National
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD). Copies of the topographic map are included as Figures 2 and
3.
3.2

Surface Waters

Several surface water bodies are located in the vicinity of the subject corridor. Trout Creek crosses
the subject corridor in a north-south direction just west of where CR 16A takes a southeasterly turn.
A branch of Molasses Branch north of the Elwood community is located along CR 16A. Several
small tributaries of Six Mile Creek cross the eastern portion of the subject corridor. The St. Johns
River is located 750 feet southwest from the beginning of the corridor study at SR 13.
3.3

Soils/Geology

The United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey of St. Johns
County was reviewed to identify native soil characteristics in the vicinity of the subject corridor.
According to the survey, the soils in the subject corridor are classified as Adamsville fine sand,
Myakka fine sand, Tavares fine sand, Zolfo fine sand, Pomona fine sand, Smyrna fine sand,
Floridana fine sand, Tocoi fine sand, Sparr fine sand, Holopaw fine sand-frequently flooded,
Holopaw fine sand, Placid fine sand, Ellezey fine sand, Terra Ceia Muck-frequently flooded, and
Bakersville Muck.
Adamsville fine sand is a somewhat poorly drained, nearly level soil on broad flat areas and low
knolls. In most years the seasonal high water table is at a depth of 20 to 40 inches for 2 to 6 months.
It is at a depth of 10 to 20 inches for up to 2 weeks in some years. Available water capacity is low
in the surface layer and is rapid in the underlying material. Natural fertility and organic matter
content are low.
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Myakka fine sand is a nearly level, poorly drained soil that occurs in the flatwoods and formed in
marine deposits of sandy material. The seasonal high water table is at a depth of less than 10 inches
for 1 to 4 months in most years. It is at a depth of more than 40 inches during dry seasons.
Available water capacity is very low in the surface and subsurface layers, moderate in the subsoil,
and very low in the underlying material. Permeability is rapid in the surface and subsurface layers,
moderate or moderately rapid in the subsoil, and rapid in the underlying material.
Tavares fine sand is a moderately drained, nearl:, level to gently sloping soil on narrow to broad low
ridges and knolls. The seasonal high water table is between depths of 40 to 80 inches for 6 to 8
months during most years, but it recedes to a depth greater than 80 inches during periods of lower
rainfall. Permeability is very rapid throughout. Available water capacity is very low or low. Natural
fertility is low.
Zolfo fine sand is a somewhat poorly drained, nearly level soil on broad landscapes that are slightly
higher than the adjacent flatwoods. This soil is sandy throughout. This soil has a seasonal high
water table at a depth of 24 to 40 inches for 2 to 9 months in most years under natural conditions.
Permeability is very rapid or rapid in the surface and subsurface layers and moderate in the subsoil.
Available water capacity is low in the surface and subsurface layers and very high in the subsoil.
Natural fertility and organic matter content are low or very low.
Pomona fine sand is poorly drained, nearly level soil in broad areas in the flatwoods. The water table
in this soil is within a depth of 10 inches for one to three months and is at a depth of 10 to 40 inches
for six months or more. During extended dry periods, the water table recedes to a depth of more that
40 inches. Permeability is rapid in the surface and subsurface layers, and moderate in the upper part
of the subsoil. Available water capacity is very low or low in the surface and subsurface layers, and
it is moderate in the upper part of the subsoil.
Smyrna fine sand is a poorly drained, nearly level soil on broad areas in the flatwoods. The seasonal
high water table is at a depth of less than 10 inches for 1 to 4 months, and it recedes to a depth of 10
to 40 inches for more than 6 months in most years. During the rainy seasons, the water table rises
above the surface briefly. Permeability is rapid in the surface and subsurface layers and moderate
or moderately rapid in the subsoil.
Floridana fine sand is a poorly drained, nearly level soil on low broad flats. In the soil's natural state,
the seasonal high water table is within a depth of 10 inches for 4 to 6 months. Permeability is rapid
in the surface and subsurface layers and very slow in the subsoil. Available water capacity is
moderate in the surface layer and subsoil and low in the subsurface layer. Natural fertility is high,
and the organic matter content is moderate.
Tocoi fine sand is poorly drained, nearly level soil in broad flatwood areas. The seasonal high water
table is at a depth of less than 10 inches for 2 to 4 months during rainy seasons. It is within a depth
of 20 to 40 inches for 6 months or more during most years. In this Tocoi soil, permeability is rapid
in the surface layer and moderate or moderately rapid in most of the lower layers. Available water
capacity is very low or low in the surface layer, low or moderate in the upper pan of the subsoil, and
moderate or high in the lower pan of the subsoil. Natural fertility and organic matter content are low.
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Sparr fine sand (0 to 5 percent slopes) is a somewhat poorly drained, nearly level to gently sloping
soil adjacent to drainageways and on low knolls in the flatwoods. The seasonal high water table is
at a depth of 20 to 40 inches for 1 to 4 months during most years. Permeability is rapid or very rapid
in the surface and subsurface layers and very slow in the subsoil. Available water capacity is low
in the surface and subsurface layers and high in the subsoil. Natural fertility and organic matter
content are low.
Holopaw fine sand is a very poorly drained, nearly level soil in low, broad areas in the flatwoods.
The seasonal high water table is at a depth of less than 10 inches for 1 to 3 months, but may recede
to a depth of 10 to 40 inches for 3 to 4 months in most years. Permeability is rapid or moderately
rapid in the surface and subsurface layers and moderately slow in the subsoil. Available water
capacity is very low in the surface and subsurface layers and moderate in the subsoil. Natural
fertility and organic matter content are low.
Holopaw fine sand, frequently flooded is a very poorly drained, nearly level sandy soil in broad
shallow drainageways. This soil is flooded for more than one month during most years. A water
table is within 10 inches of the soil surface for 2 to 6 months annually. Available water capacity is
very low in the surface and subsurface layers and moderate in the subsoil. Permiability is rapid or
moderately rapid in the surface and subsurface layers and moderately slow in the subsoil.
Placid fine sand is a very poorly drained, nearly level soil on broad, low, flat areas. This soil has a
seasonal high water table within a depth of 10 inches for more than 6 months in most years. During
extended dry periods, the water table may recede to a depth of more than 40 inches. In most areas,
this soil has extensive water control systems installed, and it is cultivated. Permeability is rapid
throughout. Available water capacity is moderate in the surface layer and very low or low in the
subsurface layer. Organic matter content and natural fertility are high.
Ellzey fine sand is a nearly level, poorly drained soil that formed in thick sandy sediments of marine
origin. This soil is on low broad flats in the cabbage and potato farming area of St. Johns County.
This soil has a water table at a depth of less than 10 inches for 2 to 4 months during most years.
During extended periods of low rainfall, it may recede to a depth greater than 40 inches.
Permeability is rapid in the surface and subsurface layers and substratum. It is moderate in the
subsoil. Fertility is low. The organic matter content is moderate to high in the surface layer and low
in the other layers.
Terra Ceia Muck, frequently flooded is a very poorly drained, nearly level soil on narrow to broad
flood plains along rivers and streams. It is primarily in the western part of the county along the St.
Johns River and its tributaries. In most years under natural conditions, the seasonal high water table
is at the surface, except during extended dry periods. Flooding can be expected after heavy rains.
Permeability is rapid throughout, and available water capacity is very high. Natural fertility is
medium, and the organic matter content is very high.
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Bakersville muck is a nearly level, very poorly drained soil in depressional areas of the flatwoods.
The seasonal high water table is above the soil surface for 6 months or more in most years.
Permeability is rapid in the surface layer and moderately rapid in the upper part of the subsoil. It is
moderate in the lower part of the subsoil and rapid below. Available water capacity is very high in
the organic layer, moderate to high in the surface layer and subsoil, and low to moderate below.
3.4

Hydrogeology

The three major components to the subsurface hydrogeology of northeastern Florida are the
unconfined surficial aquifer system, the Floridan aquifer system, and the nearly impermeable
sediments of the intermediate confining unit, which separates the two aquifer systems. The surficial
aquifer system is present along the northeast coast of Florida and extends to the southwest coast,
below Tampa Bay.
In northeastern Florida, the surficial aquifer system consists of, in ascending order: the upper

Hawthorn Group, which was deposited during the middle Miocene epoch; the upper Miocene or
Pliocene deposits; and the Pleistocene and recent deposits. Sediments of Pleistocene and more
recent depositions were deposited during the formation of marine terraces and beach ridges. The
thicknesses of these deposits range from less than 10 feet in the St. Johns River Valley to
approximately 100 feet in western Clay County. They consist of soil, muck, coarse to fine sand,
shell and some clayey sand. The surficial sand yields small amounts of water while the sand and
shell beds along the coast yield moderate quantities. The potentiometric surface of the shallow
aquifer system generally follows the topography of the land surface. High water levels occur after
periods of heavy rainfall, and the lowest water levels occur after the drier periods of the year. Water
levels may be as deep as 35 feet below land surface with a yearly water level fluctuation in wells of
approximately two to five feet.
The intermediate confining unit consists primarily of sediments within the Hawthorn Group. The
Hawthorn Group, deposited during the middle Miocene epoch, consists primarily of dark-gray to
olive-green silty clay, clayey soil, and dry and sandy limestone, all containing moderate to large
amounts of black phosphate sand, granules, and pebbles. Throughout most of northeast Florida, the
clay and silty clay within the Hawthorn Group serves as a confining layer or aquitard that retards
upward movement of water from the underlying artesian Floridan aquifer system as well as inhibiting
downward movement of surficial aquifer waters. The Hawthorn Group ranges in thickness from
about 250 feet to as much as 500 feet.
In northeast Florida, the top of the Floridan Aquifer is approximately 250 to 600 feet below land

surface and ranges from 1,500 to 2,400 feet in thickness. The Floridan is a confined, artesian aquifer
throughout most of northeast Florida and is highly permeable. The Floridan aquifer is the principal
source of fresh water for northeast Florida, with the limestone and porous dolomite beds yielding
very large quantities of water. Municipal wells range from 1,000 to 1,500 feet in depth and penetrate
the Ocala Group, the Avon Park and the Lake City Limestones of Eocene age. These formations and
the Suwannee Limestone Formation comprise the Floridan Aquifer System.
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4.0 SUBJECT CORRIDOR INFORMATION

4.1

Subject Corridor Location and Description

The Phase I ESA encompassed an approximate seven mile roadway corridor along CR 16A from
SR13 to SR 6 in St. Johns County, Florida (Figure 1). All the property adjacent to CR 16A was
evaluated. In addition, it was requested that AEROSTAR evaluate 34 proposed pond sites along the
subject corridor. Four aerial photographs indicating the proposed pond sites along the corridor were
provided by CH2M HILL. It should be noted that most of the adjoining properties along the subject
corridor and the proposed pond sites were inaccessible, largely because the lands were private
property and/or fenced. The subject corridor consisted largely of rural residential, undeveloped, and
agricultural land. Other current land uses along the subject corridor included: ( 1) a convenience
store/gas station that adjoins the western starting point of CR 16A, across SR 3; (2) two electrical
substations adjoin CR 16A in the eastern portion; (3) a convenience store/gas station that is located
approximately 150 feet south of the western starting point of CR 16A; (4) a small vacant building,
registered as a UST facility, located north of CR 16A in the central portion of the subject corridor;
(5) a private hunting preserve located south of CR 16A near SR 13 and the intersection of CR 210;
and (6) an abandoned, derelict house and shed, registered as a LUST facility, located north of 3rd
Street and west of CR 16A. A site map showing the locations of the parcels with RECs and five
proposed pond sites potentially affected by the RECs is included in Figure 3.
4.2

Description of Current Property Uses

During the months of December and January 2006, an environmental auditing specialist surveyed
the site grounds and adjacent properties along the corridor. The subject corridor was visually
investigated for signs of adverse environmental impacts such as stressed vegetation or stained soils.
All phases of the site inspection were documented. A limited site inspection was conducted by
inspecting each parcel from the right-of-way to document the presence of potential environmental
concerns which may include on-going contamination, situations which could rise to contamination,
or conditions or practices which would be in violation of Federal, State and Local laws and
regulations. A description of current property uses is provided above in Section 4.1. The properties
of potential concern located along the subject corridor are provided in Appendix A.
4.3

Description of Adjacent Land Uses

Development of land in the vicinity of the subject corridor was noted to help identify potential
sources of hazardous waste generation and/or facilities involved in the handling or transportation of
hazardous materials. The predominant adjacent land uses in the vicinity of the subject corridor
include wooded land, pasture land, and occupied and abandoned houses. A liquor store adjoins the
western starting point of CR 16A, across State Road 13. New residential subdivision construction
is present south of the Elwood community along CR 16A; infrastructure, including road and
stormwater ponds, and a few newly built homes, were observed.
Adjacent land use information for each identified off-site property with potential RECs is included
in Appendix A.
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5.0 SUBJECT CORRIDOR HISTORY

Aerial photographs from 1942, 1975, 1980, 1983, 1985, 1993, 1998, and 2005 were reviewed to
determine historical land use in the investigation area. Additionally, an aerial photograph index from
1960 was reviewed. Aerial photographs prior to 1942 were not available for review. City directories
and Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps were not available for review, because they did not cover the
subject corridor vicinity. Data obtained from aerial photographs indicated that the subject corridor
consisted of a mix of wooded land, rural residential land, and agricultural land from at least 1942
to 2005. The western end of the corridor consisted of one commercial facility, a gas
station/convenience store beginning in the 1975 aerial photograph. A small building, registered with
the FDEP as Nelson's Property, appeared in the aerial photographs from 1975 to 2005 with a semicircular drive accessing a very small structure that appeared to be a dispenser island, located south
of the main building. Two electrical substations were located along the eastern portion of the
corridor; Orangedale Substation was constructed in 1970, based on a St. Johns County Property
Appraiser's Office property card, and Mill Creek substation was constructed after 1998, based on
aerial photographs. The farm land (active and fallow row crops) began appearing along the subject
corridor beginning in the 1975 aerial photograph. The other agricultural lands, mostly pastureland,
also began appearing by the 1975 aerial photograph. The existing sod farm property appeared the
same back to the 1975 aerial photograph. The agricultural land appeared as active and fallow farm
lands, pasture land, a sod farm, and a former ranch site, all present from the 1975 to the 2005 aerial
photographs. A large landing field was visible on the 1942 aerial photographs, located over 800 feet
from the subject corridor. This former airfield is presently the location of Weedman Farms. Several
airfields were constructed throughout St. Johns County during World War II, and were reportedly
used for landing and takeoff practice and as bombing ranges. It is unknown exactly what the airfield
was utilized for and if unexploded ordnances are present at the site.
Aerial photographs for 1942 and 1960 were obtained from the Publication of Archival, Library and
Museum Materials (PALMM): Florida Flights; aerial photographs from 1975 through 1998 were
from Imaging Technologies, Inc.; and aerial photographs from 2005 were from St. Johns County
Property Appraiser's online database. Please note that the months of the aerial photographs are
included only the first time they are listed below. Aerial photographs reviewed during this
investigation included:
•

lC-10, 2C-50: March 1942

•

Photograph Index Only, 1960

•

Panel Nos. 8D, 9A, 14A, 14B, 24A, 24D, 35C and 36A: 11/1975, 3/1980,
12/1985,11/1988, 2/1993, and 2/1998.

•

Panel No. 13: 1975, 1988, and 1993.

•

Panel No. 13C: 1975, 1980, 1983, 1993 and 1998.

•

Panel No. 23: 1975, 1980, 1983 and 1993.
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•

Panel No. 24B: 1975, 1983, 1988, 1993 and 1998.

•

Panel No. 36B: 1980, 1985, 1988, 1993 and 1998.

•

Aerial Photographs for 2005, St. Johns County Property Appraiser' s Office.

Detailed historical land use information for each identified off-site property with potential RECs is
included in Appendix A.
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6.0 SUBJECT CORRIDOR RECONNAISSANCE

Observations made during the site reconnaissance are based on a limited visual inspection of the
properties within the subject corridor conducted by Ms. Cherie O'Riordan, CFEA, REPA, Project
Manager. Parcel data sheets include site reconnaissance information as follows: hazardous
substances; storage tanks; indications of PCBs; physical setting analysis; pits, ponds, or lagoons;
stained soil or pavement; stressed vegetation; solid waste; and other conditions of concern.
A total of 34 proposed pond sites were indicated on the provided aerial photographs for inspection.
Five of the proposed pond sites were located on/adjoining properties along the subject corridor that
had identified RECs. Eleven of the proposed pond sites were inaccessible because they were fenced
and/or on private property. Twenty-three pond sites were inspected. No hazardous substances
and/or petroleum products or their containers were observed on the 23 proposed pond sites that were
inspected. No USTs/ASTs and no solid waste debris was observed on the 23 proposed pond sites
that were inspected. No other environmental concerns noted on the 23 proposed pond sites.
A brief description of all of the proposed pond sites is as follows:
Pond 1A - wooded land with scattered trail roads
Pond lB - not accessible; located inside the private hunting preserve that adjoins the subject corridor
Pond 1C - heavily wooded land
Pond 2A - wooded land
Pond 2B - not accessible; located inside the private hunting preserve that adjoins the subject corridor
Pond 2C- wooded land
Pond 2D - wooded land
Pond 3A - wooded land
Pond 3B - not accessible; fenced wooded land
Pond 3C - wooded land
Pond 3D - wooded land
Pond 3E - inaccessible; occupied residence in front; appears as wooded land
Pond 4A - wooded land; approximately 100 feet west of Maguire Timber facility (LUST site)
Pond 4B - wooded land
Pond 4C - wooded land
Pond 4D - wooded land
Pond SA - former pasture land
Pond SB - former pasture land
Pond SC - wooded land
Pond 6A - adjoining farm land
Pond 6B - adjoining farm land
Pond 6C - pasture land
Pond 6D - pasture land
Pond 7 A - inaccessible; pasture land
Pond 7B - inaccessible; appears to be residential property and located in front of an occupied house
Pond 7C - inaccessible; in pasture land beyond a locked gate
Pond 8A - inaccessible; in pasture land beyond a locked gate
Pond 8B - inaccessible; wooded land beyond a locked gate
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Pond 8C - located on farm land
Pond 8D - wooded land adjoining Mill Creek Sod Farm
Pond 9A - sparsely wooded land adjoining a vacant house
Pond 9B - wooded land
Pond 9C - inaccessible; former pasture land
Pond 9D - inaccessible; former pasture land
Pole-mounted transformers were observed on some of the properties along the subject corridor
during the site inspections. Mr. Jack Alexander of FPL was contacted concerning transformer and
substation information. Mr. Alexander stated, in a letter to AEROSTAR, that "the oil filled
equipment serving the designated facility either has a manufactures [sic] non PCB label attached or
has previously been tested by FPL and found to contain less that 50 ppm PCB." Mr. Alexander also
stated, "in the event of a discharge or release of oil from electrical equipment owned by FPL, the
company assumes responsibility for the property clean-up and disposal of oil material regardless of
PCB content."
Specific site reconnaissance information for each identified off-site property with potential RECs
is provided in Appendix A.
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7.0 REGULATORY REVIEW

Environmental agency information was found concerning the subject corridor through the database
search and regulatory file review conducted as part of this investigation. Environmental agency
information for each parcel within the subject corridor is included in the Parcel Data Sheets. A copy
of the computerized database report is included in Appendix C. The following regulatory databases
were searched during this investigation.
•

The National Priorities List (NPL) (one-mile radius)

•

The Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability
and Information System (CERCLIS) List (1/z-mile radius)

•

The RCRA Corrective Actions and Associated TSD List (CORRACTS-(TSD)) (onemile radius)

•

RCRA Permitted Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facilities List (TSD) (1/2-mile radius)

•

RCRA registered large generators (RCRA-LQG) and small generators (RCRA-SQG)
of hazardous waste (subject corridor or adjacent)

•

The Emergency Response Notification System of spills (ERNS) (subject corridor)

•

The Florida Sites (FL Sites) List (one-half mile)

•

State Hazardous Waste Sites (SHWS) (one-mile radius)

•

The Florida Solid Waste Landfills Facilities Database (SWLF) (1/2-mile radius)

•

Any state listing of registered above/underground storage tanks (AST/UST) and
leaking underground storage tanks (LUST)(subject corridor and Y2-mile radius,
respectively)

No NPL, CERCLIS, CERCLIS-NFRAP, SHWS, SWLF,FloridaSites, RCRA-TSD, CORRACTS,
CERCLIS-NFRAP, Priority Cleaners, or ERNS sites were identified in the FirstSearch Technology
Corporation (FirstSearch) database report within the ASTM-specified minimum search radii for the
subject corridor. Two LUST facilities, one RCRA facility, and five UST facilities were identified
along the subject corridor. One of the UST/LUST facilities and one UST facility were not cited in
the database report; information about these facilities were obtained from FDEP's online database.
Information for the facilities that were identified in the regulatory database report and in FDEP' s
online database are described below:
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The Pantry, Inc., FDEP ID#8518497, is a registered LUST facility, located at 9900 Shands Pier
Drive, and was not listed in the FirstSearch database report. This facility was research on FDEP's
online database and further information was provided by personnel in FDEP's Northeast District
Office. The facility is registered as having three 10,000-gallon unleaded gasoline USTs that were
installed in 1993 to replace two 8,000-gallon US Ts. A discharge of unleaded gasoline was reported
on August 1993. The facility was declared eligible for the Petroleum Liability Restoration and
Insurance Program (PLRIP) in 1993. A Contamination Assessment Report (CAR), dated September
1993, was completed and a No Further Action (NFA) was recommended. An NFA was granted by
FDEP in January 1996. A compliance inspection by the St. Johns County Environmental Health
Department, Storage Tanks Section, dated September 2005, did not list any violations. Based on a
review of topographic maps, the groundwater flow in the vicinity appears to be towards the St. Johns
River to the southwest. Because this facility is an active gas station, potential off-site impacts were
noted from the facility.
Nelson's Store Facility, FDEP ID#9803213, is a registered UST facility that is located north of CR
16A. The facility is registered as having one 550-gallon kerosene UST, two 550-gallon UST,
unleaded gasoline USTs, one 1,000-gallon unleaded gasoline UST, and one 1,200-gallon gasoline
removed from the facility in June 1994. FDEP's Document Management System (OCULUS) did
not have a file listing. St. Johns County Environmental Health Department, Storage Tanks Section
did not have any information about this facility at the time of our inspection. No closure report was
available for review concerning this facility. Based on a review of topographic maps, groundwater
flow in the vicinity appears to be to the south. Based on the information gathered during this site
investigation, potential off-site impacts were noted from this facility.
Maguire Timber Corp., FDEP ID#8841552, is a registered LUST/UST facility that is located at 3rd
Street, off CR 16A, in the Elwood Community. Information about the facility was obtained from
OCULUS. Three 500-gallon USTs and one 2,000-gallon UST were removed in July 1989. Two
USTs contained leaded gasoline and two USTs contained diesel fuel; it was not specified which of
the USTs contained which product. A discharge of diesel fuel was reported on August 1988. The
facility is listed as eligible in the Early Detection Incentive Program (EDI) as of 1988. A CAR,
conducted in 1996, indicated groundwater flow to be in a westerly direction, towards the proposed
pond site 4D. A Monitoring Only Plan (MOP) was recommended in the CAR. The most recent
documentation on OCULUS to indicate the current status of the facility was a letter, "Groundwater
Sampling Results," dated October 22, 2003. The letter stated that benzene was found in one
monitoring well at 2.79 ug/1, above the Groundwater Cleanup Target Levels (GCTL) of 1
micrograms per liter (ug/1). Other petroleum constituents were found below GCTLs in the remaining
monitoring wells. Based on a review of topographic maps, groundwater flow in the vicinity appears
to be to the northwest. Based on the information gathered during this facility's investigation,
potential off-site impacts were noted from this facility.
Weedman Farms, Inc., FDEP ID#8736635, is a registered UST facility, located at 7875 Hardwood
Landing Drive. Three 800-gallon diesel ASTs are located near the farm buildings, approximately
800 feet west of the subject corridor. A 5 ,000-gallon ammonia compound AST and a 12,000-gallon
ammonia compound AST were removed from the facility; no date was listed for the removal. No
petroleum contamination was reported for this facility. A St. Johns County compliance inspection,
dated 2003, did not list any violations. Based on a review of topographic maps, groundwater flow
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in the vicinity appears to be towards Trout Creek to the west. Because this site is an active farm that
continues to store petroleum products on site, potential off-site impacts were noted from this facility.
Orangedale Substation, EPA ID#FLR000085415, is a registered RCRA facility, located at 6885 CR
16A. The site is listed as a small quantity generator of hazardous waste; no violations were reported
from this facility. The facility has been present along the corridor since the 1970s. It was not known
if PCB-containing equipment was utilized or stored at the facility. AEROST AR contacted Mr. Jack
Alexander, Environmental Coordinator with FPL. According to Mr. Alexande-:, the oil-filled
equipment serving the facility either has a non PCB label attached or has previously been tested by
FPL and found to contain less that 50 ppm PCB." Mr. Alexander also stated that FPL assumes all
responsibility for cleanup and oil material disposal in the event of "leakage." It should be noted that
the facility was constructed in 1970, according to the St. Johns County Property Appraiser's Office
property card, and the response provided by Mr. Alexander pertains to current and recent past usage.
It is not known if PCB-containing equipment was stored and/or utilized at this substation in the past,
prior to PCB testing. Based on a review of topographic maps, groundwater flow in the vicinity
appears to be towards a tributary of Wards Creek to the west. Based on the information gathered
during this site investigation, potential off-site impacts were noted from this facility.
Wolfe Ranch, FDEP ID#863107 6, is a registered UST facility located at 6260 CR 16A, east and west
of the intersection of SR16 and CR 16A. Facility information was obtained from OCULUS and
from personnel in FDEP's Northeast District Office. A Site Assessment Report (SAR), dated
October 24, 2001, was conducted at the facility. Two 1,000-gallon ASTs (diesel fuel and unleaded
gasoline) that were installed in 1990 and removed in January 2001. The report concluded that
excessively contaminated soils were not found on site, soil analytical results did not indicate the
presence of contaminate soils at or above the cleanup target levels, and concentrations of petroleum
contaminants of concern detected did not exceed groundwater criteria. FDEP subsequently issued
an NFA for this facility. Based on a review of topographic maps, groundwater flow in the vicinity
appears to be to south. Based on FDEP's issuance of an NFA and the lack of petroleum product
storage on the site, the facility's former ASTs are not suspected of negatively impacting the subject
corridor at this time.
Weedman's Grocery, FDEP 10#8506123, is a registered UST facility, located at 4925 SR 13, and
was not listed in the FirstSearch database report. This facility is located approximately 150 feet south
of the west end of the subject corridor along SR 13. The facility is registered as having two 10,000gallon unleaded gasoline USTs that were installed in 1980. This facility is not registered with FDEP
as having petroleum contamination reported. A compliance inspection by the St. Johns County
Environmental Health Department, Storage Tanks Section, dated August 2005, did not list any
violations. Based on a review of topographic maps, the groundwater flow in the vicinity appears to
be towards the St. Johns River to the southwest. Because this site is an active gas station, potential
off-site impacts were noted from this facility.
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8.0 RISK EVALUATION RATING SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The environmental risk evaluation (ERE) rating system guidelines were designed to provide a
mechanism for evaluating the information obtained through a review of on-site conditions, historical
land use, and hazardous site lists, as well as any other readily available data concerning properties
along the subject corridor. To assist the evaluator, these guidelines include a numerical scale
reflecting the potential risk for contamination on the property of interest. The risk rating system was
developed for initial FDOT PD&E investigations without site soil and water sampling.
A risk rating, representing the potential for contamination impacts, was generated for each parcel
located within the subject corridor. The risk rating was derived using the criteria shown in Table 1Risk Rating Point Assessment. A description of the five components of the evaluation and the
associated numerical risk is presented. Each risk component is discussed in the following
subsections in the context of this study. Risk analysis details for each parcel are presented in the
Parcel Data Sheets included as Appendix A.
The total points assigned to a specific parcel were then used to designate the risk as a "HIGH",
"MEDillM", "LOW" or "NO". The following numerical assignment was used:
25 - 19
18 - 13
12 -5
Under 5

HIGH
MEDnJM
LOW
NO

Any parcel assigned a single "5 point" risk rating for any of the Risk Component categories listed
in Table 1 automatically received a "HIGH" risk rating.
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9.0 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

A Phase I ESA was performed during the months of December and January 2006, as part of the
Engineering Study and Conceptual Design Phase of County Road (CR) 16A from State Road (SR)
13 to State Road (SR) 16, in St. Johns County, Florida, in conformance with the scope and limitations
of ASTM Practice E 1527. Any exceptions to, or deletions from, this practice are described in
Section 2.0 of this report. The Phase I ESA was conducted to identify recognized environmental
conditions within the proposed subject corridor and make recommendations for further site
assessment activities.
At the request of Mr. Mike Roland of CH2M Hil..L, the Phase I ESA encompassed an approximate
seven mile roadway corridor along CR 16A from SR13 to SR 6 in St. Johns County, Florida (Figure
1). Specifically, all the property adjacent to CR 6A was evaluated. In addition, it was requested that
AEROST AR evaluate 34 proposed pond sites along the subject corridor. Four aerial photographs
indicating the proposed pond sites along the corridor were provided by CH2M HILL. It should be
noted that most of the adjoining properties along the subject corridor and the proposed pond sites
were inaccessible, largely because the lands were private property and/or fenced. The subject
corridor consisted largely of rural residential, undeveloped, and agricultural land. Other current land
uses along the subject corridor included: ( 1) a convenience store/gas station that adjoins the western
starting point of CR 16A, across SR 3; (2) two electrical substations adjoin CR 16A in the eastern
portion; (3) a convenience store/gas station that is located approximately 150 feet south of the
western starting point of CR 16A; (4) a small vacant building, registered as a UST facility, located
north of CR 16A in the central portion of the subject corridor; (5) a private hunting preserve located
south of CR 16A near SR 13 and the intersection of CR 210; and (6) an abandoned, derelict house
and shed, registered as a LUST facility, located north of 3rd Street and west of CR 16A.
Data obtained from aerial photographs indicated that the subject corridor consisted of a mix of
wooded land, rural residential land, and agricultural land from at least 1942 to 2005. The western
end of the corridor consisted of one commercial facility, a gas station/convenience store, beginning
in the 1975 aerial photograph. A small building, registered with the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) as Nelson's Property, appeared in the aerial photographs from
1975 to 2005 with a semi-circular drive accessing a very small structure that appeared to be a
dispenser island, located south of the main building. Two electrical substations were located along
the eastern portion of the corridor; Orangedale Substation was constructed in 1970, based on a St.
Johns County Property Appraiser's Office property card, and Mill Creek substation was constructed
after 1998, based on aerial photographs. The farm land (active and fallow row crops) began
appearing along the subject corridor beginning in the 197 5 aerial photograph. The other agricultural
lands, mostly pastureland, began appearing by the 1975 aerial photograph. The existing sod farm
property appeared the same back to the 1975 aerial photograph. The agricultural land appeared as
active and fallow farm lands, pasture land, a sod farm, and a former ranch site, all present from the
1975 to the 2005 aerial photographs. A large landing field was visible on the 1942 aerial
photographs, located over 800 feet from the subject corridor. This former airfield is presently the
location of Weedman Farms. Several airfields were constructed throughout St. Johns County during
World War Il, and were reported! y used for landing and takeoff practice and as bombing ranges. It
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is unknown exactly what the airfield was utilized for and if unexploded ordnances are present at the
site.
Environmental agency information was found concerning the subject corridor through the database
search and regulatory file review conducted as part of this investigation. Environmental agency
information is provided in the Parcel Data Sheets (Appendix A) for each parcel of potential concern,
including facilities identified in the regulatory report and the local/state regulatory offices, that is a
registered facility.
No NPL, CERCLIS, CERCLIS-NFRAP, SHWS, SWLF, Florida Sites, RCRA-TSD, CORRACTS,
CERCLIS-NFRAP, Priority Cleaners, or ERNS sites were identified in the FirstSearch Technology
Corporation (FirstSearch) database report within the ASTM-specified minimum search radii for the
subject corridor. Two LUST facilities, one RCRA facility, and five UST facilities were identified
along the subject corridor. One of the UST/LUST facilities was not cited in the database report;
information about these facilities (also a UST facility) and one UST facility were obtained from
FDEP' s online database. Potential impacts were noted to the subject corridor from some of these
identified facilities.
Based upon the Risk Rating Point System described in Table 1, 12 potential off-site Recognized
Environmental Conditions (RECs) were identified along the subject corridor. Five proposed pond
sites are located on or adjoining one of the 12 identified potential off-site concerns. The parcels
with potential off-site concerns are listed in Table 2. The five proposed pond sites are listed in
Table 3.
Parcel specific information for each parcel with RECs that is located along the subject corridor and
for the five proposed pond sites that are located on or adjoining a parcel of potential concern was
generated in a Contamination Screening Evaluation (CSE) format, along with a Risk Rating Point
Assignment. The information generated for these parcels and pond sites is provided on the Parcel
Data Sheets included in Appendix A.
Based on the results of the Phase I ESA, a total of 12 parcels with RECs were identified along the
subject corridor, and five proposed pond sites were identified on or adjoining one of the 12 parcels
with RECs. Further assessment is recommended along the subject corridor where potential impacts
could exist from these off-site concerns and in the five proposed pond locations where potential
impacts could exist from the identified off-site concerns. Specific recommendations for further
assessment should be evaluated along with proposed right-of-way and pond site acquisition and/or
construction activities.
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10.0 SIGNATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS

This is to certify the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report for CR 16A Corridor from SR
13 to SR 16 in St. Johns County, Florida, has been examined by the undersigned.

SIGNATURE: ~

Ok

Cherie O'Riordan, CFEA, REPA
Project Manager

(2~U

SIGNATURE: v - ;

Paul Fitch, P.E.
Project Engineer
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TABLES

TABLEl
RISK RATING POINT ASSIGNMENT
Risk Component
Current On-Site
Conditions

Adjacent
Conditions

Historical Land
Use

Points

Rating

Description

0

None

No hazardous materials, hazardous waste, or pollutants
observed at the site.

1-2

Low

New development using hazardous materials and/or
generating hazardous wastes or pollutants. No evidence
of pollution observed.

3-4

Medium

5

High

Suspect or obvious environmental contamination.

0

None

No current of historical hazardous materials, hazardous
waste, or pollutants usage adjacent to subject site.

1-2

Low

Current or historical hazardous material, hazardous waste
or pollutant usage adjacent to subject site. Verifiable
compliance record.

3-4

Medium

Current or historical hazardous material, hazardous waste
or pollutant generator adjacent to subject site with record
of violations.

5

High

Current or historical hazardous material, hazardous
waste, or pollutant generator adjacent to subject site with
no verifiable regulatory records.

0

None

Site undeveloped. No historical hazardous materials,
hazardous wastes or pollutants at site.

1-2

Low

First generation commercial redevelopment of property
with known past or present hazardous waste generation.
Pollutant contamination with remediation complete.

3-4

Medium

Commercial or industrial redevelopment of property with
known past or present hazardous material usage or
hazardous waste generation. Pollutant contamination
with no or incomplete remediation.

5

High

Commercial or industrial redevelopment of property with
potential past or present onsite deposition of hazardous
waste and/or hazardous materials. No records of
remediation.

Old or new development using hazardous materials
and/or generating hazardous wastes or pollutants.
Unclean, suspect appearances.

TABLE 1 CONTINUED
RISK RATING POINT ASSIGNMENT
Risk Component
Storage of
Hazardous
Materials,
Hazardous
Wastes, and/or
Pollutants

Regulatory
Agency Violation
Record Search

Points

Rating

Description

0

None

No hazardous materials, hazardous waste, or pollutants
on site.

1-2

Low

Hazardous materials or hazardous wastes stored above
ground. Pollutants stored above ground or under ground.
Clearly marked.

3-4

Medium

Hazardous materials or hazardous waste stored below
ground. Signs of the release of potential contamination
in small quantities and/or limited areas.

5

High

Evidence that hazardous material or hazardous waste is
not stored, handled or disposed of properly.

0

None

No hazardous material, hazardous waste, or pollutant
violations documented.

1-2

Low

Hazardous waste/pollutant violations documented.
Remediation complete.

3-4

Medium

Hazardous waste/pollutant violations documented.
Remediation incomplete.

5

High

Hazardous waste violations documented. Remediation
has not begun or hazardous waste violation obvious but
no documentation.

1

2

3

Pantry,
Chevron

lson's
Facility

MAP ,
#

dman's
ocery

:JSE .

EI,

1Ll'.fY

6 - High

9520CR16A

10 - High

9900 Shands Pier
Drive

11 - High

4925 SR 13

ADDRESS/R1SK
VALUE

I

The site is located north of CR 16A and
is occupied by a small, vacant building.
No signs of a dispenser island, piping or
UST system were observed.

The site is a convenience store and gas
station that is located at the beginning of
the subject corridor, beyond SR 13.

The site is a convenience store and gas
station that is located approximately 150
feet south of the beginning of the subject
corridor. Specifically, the facility is
located south of intersection of CR 16A
and SR13, beyond SR 13.

SITE DESClUPTION

CONCERNS

The facility is registered as a UST facility. Five USTs were remov
June 1994. OCpLUS did not have any information concerning
facility and St. Johns County Health Dept., Storage Tanks Sec
could not locate a file for this facility at the time of this investiga
therefor, no closure report or any other document reported testing at
former facilty was located. Because the site status is unknown,
facilty is a potential threat to the subject corridor. The concern for
facility is petroleum products.

The facility has three registered 10,000-gallon USTs. The facili
listed as a LUST facility. FDEP issued an NFA to this facilit
January 1996 and a 2005 compliance inspection did not reveal
concerns. Because this facility is an operating gas station and cu
site conditions are unknown, this facility is a potential threat t
subject corridor. The concern for this facilty is petroleum product

The facility has two registered 10,000-gallon USTs installed in 1
No petroleum discharges were reported for this facility. The
compliance inspection did not reveal any concerns. Because this fac
is an operating gas station and current site conditions are unknown,
facility is a potential threat to the subject corridor. The concern for
facility is petroleum products.

CR 16A (From SR 13 to SR 16)
St. Johns County, Florida

PROPERTIES OF POTENTIAL OFF-SITE CONCERN
LOCATED ALONG THE SUBJECT CORRIDOR/
FURTHER ASSESSMENT WARRANTED

TABLE2

#

ME/

8

en D.
oss

3rd

7

guire
er Corp.

11 - High

Northeast of
CR16A

13 - High

Street & SR 16A

12 - High

The site currently appears to be utilized
for agricultural purposes.

The site currently is occupied by a
vacant, derelict house, a shed, and
overgrown yard. No evidence of a
former UST pit or piping was observed,
nor was the former use of this facility
determined. Maguire Timber Corp. is
the name of a past property owner.

This property appeared as farmland back to the 1960 aerial photogr
The property appeared fallow in the 1975 and 1980 aerial photogr
and occupied by row crops in the aerial photographs from 1985 to 2
The concern for this property is suspected current and/or
pesticide/herbicide use.

The facility is registered as a LUST facility. Four USTs were rem
in July 1989. The groundwater flow, as determined in a CAR (19
is to the west, towards a proposed pond site (cited below in this ta
A MOP was recommended for the site. The latest documenta
(2003) indicates that benzene was found in one of the monitoring
on the site. Based on the status of the site and the proximity
proposed pond, this facility is a potential threat to the subject corri
Based on documentation, the concern for this facility is petrol
products.

This property has been occupied by row crops back to the 1975 a
photograph. Prior to the property's use as a farm, a large airfield an
bombing range was present back to the 1942 aerial photograph.
concern for this property is suspected current and/or
pesticide/herbicide use, petroleum products from the ASTs,
potentially unexploded ordnances and/or chemicals from ac
ordnance. The ASTs contain diesel and are located approximately
feet west of the subject corridor.

The site is currently utilized as farmland.
Farm buildings with ASTs are located
900 feet west of the subject corridor.

West of CR 16A;
south of Hardwood
Landing Road

6

dman
rms

This property historically was occupied by row crops until a resid
was constructed in the 1980s. The concern for this propert
suspected past pesticide/herbicide use.

5

oria!
perty

The site currently is developed as a
residence with a large yard.

North ofCR16A
7 - High

4

Northwest quadrant
ofCR16A and
Hardwood Landing
Road
9 - High

CONCERNS .

This property has been occupied by a farm, at least since the 197 5 a
photograph. The concern for this property is suspected current an
past pesticide/herbicide use (farmland) and suspected 550-gallon di
AST for backup emergency power for the cell tower.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located north of CR16A and
consists of a residence, farmland, and
leased cell tower site on the east and
west side of the residence.

·ADDRESS

ster's
perty

SE

' MAP·

~~IW

9

11

12

13

edman
operty

l Creek
d Farm

rmer)
e Ranch

#

MAP

ngedale
station

ME/
SE :··

. ILI'(Y
. .

9 - High

East ofCR16A and
north and south of
SR 16 intersection

West ofCR16A
12 - High

Northeast of
CR16A
12 - High

5 - High

Southwest of
CR16A

ADDRESS.

The site is agricultural; the northern
fields appear as pasture land, though
livestock was not present, and the
southern field were actively used as a
farm with planted crops evident.
Centrally located was an inaccessible
group of farm buildings.

The facility is registered as a UST facility. Two ASTs were rem
in January 200 l and several compounds were detected above "
method reporting limit". A Site Assessment Report, dated Oct
2001 , was conducted and an NFA was requested based on the res
FDEP issued an NFA in December 2001. The site no longer has t
on the property. Because a large portion of the site is utilized as
land, this is a potential threat to the subject corridor. The concer
this property is suspected current and/or past pesticide/herbicide

This property appeared to be utilized agr:culturally back to the
aerial photograph, based on the appearance of planted row
vegetation, potentially crops.
The concern for this propert
suspected current and/or past pesticide/herbicide use.

This property appeared as farmland back to the l 97 5 aerial photog
The property currently is utilized for row crops. The concern for
property is suspected current and/or past pesticide/herbicide use .

The site is a small agricultural field that
potentially was utilized as farm land in
the past.
The site currently is a large sod farm.

This facility was developed as a substation from the 1975 to 2005 a
photographs. The concern for this property is PCBs; how
information from FPL (contained in the text of the report) indicates
equipment at the facility has either been previously tested by FPL
was found to contain less than 50 ppm of PCBs or has a non-PCB
attached.

'

CONCERNS

The site is currently developed with an
electrical substation.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is currently grassy parkland
developed with tennis courts and part of a
pond in the northern portion of the
property.
The site is currently grassy parkland
developed with a pond.

Northeast of the
intersection of
Edison A venue and
Cherokee Street.
Southeast of the
intersection of
McCoy Creek
Boulevard and
Fitzgerald Street

Southeast of the
intersection of
Heywood Dowling
Drive and
Hollybrook Avenue

2

4

11

The site consists of grassy property
located along the north bank of McCoy's
Creek.

The site consists of grassy parkland.

Northeast of the
intersection of
Edison A venue and
Cherokee Street.

l

Varies

NIA

l 153

SITE SUMMARY

ADDRESS

MAP

,.

None

The Duval County School Board was identified as a R
facility located on the northeastern adjacent property.

Four monitor wells were observed around the perimeter o
on the western adjacent property (Parcel 2).
Contamination Assessment Report (CAR) submitted
Jacksonville on November 23, 2004, the wells are locate
to the known presence of incinerator ash.

An inactive automobile repair facility was observed ap
feet west of the site, across Cherokee Street. One abov
tank (AST) was observed on the residence adjacent to the

Please refer to
Table 2

None

Four monitor wells were observed around the perimeter
on the western adjacent property (Parcel 2).
Contamination Assessment Report (CAR) submitted
Jacksonville on November 23, 2004, the wells are locate
to the known presence of incinerator ash.

The former Forest Street Incinerator, registered as a CER
located at the southwest corner of Margaret Street an
Boulevard. During the operation of the incinerator,
generated from the incineration process and disposed of a
in the vicinity of the facility. The ash material was often
high concentrations of heavy metals, dioxins, and furans.

OFFSITE CONCERNS

None

Please refer to
Table 2

ONSITE
CONCERNS

McCoy's Creek Bike Path Corridor
Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida

PARCELS WITH OFFSITE RECOGNIZED ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

TABLE3

None

None

The site is currently grassy property
located along the south bank of McCoy's
Creek.

The site is currently wooded property.

Northwest of the
intersection of
McCoy Creek
Boulevard and
Stockton Street
North of Parcel 20

ADDRESS

140 Stockton Street

20

21

MAP
#
22

The site is currently developed developed
with a large, rectangular warehouse and
associated asphalt parking lot occupied by
Waste Management, Inc.

Please refer to
Table 2

ONSITE
CONCERNS

None

The site is currently grassy and sparsely
wooded property located along the north
bank of McCoy's Creek.

East of W erd Radio
Drive.

18

SITE SUMMARY

The Duval County School Board was identified as a
facility located on the northern adjacent property.
None

The site is currently grassy property
located along the north bank of McCoy's
Creek.

Southeast of the
intersection of W erd
Radio Drive and
King Street.

15

The northern adjacent property was identified as a US
The eastern adjacent property was identified
generator/UST/AST facility.

OFFSITECONCERNS

Historical uses of the northern adjacent property in
company, a recycling facility, and an automotive repa
northern adjacent property was identified as a SWLF fa
with confirmed soil and groundwater contamination and g
towards to the site.

Historical uses of the northern adjacent property inc
company, a recycling facility, and an automotive repa
northern adjacent property was identified as a SWLF fa
with confirmed soil and groundwater contamination and g
estimated towards the site.

Historical uses of the northern adjacent property i
company, a recycling facility, and an automotive repa
northern adjacent property was identified as a SWLF fa
with confirmed soil and groundwater contamination and g
estimated towards the site.

The Duval County School Board was identified as a R
facility located on the northern adjacent property.

None

The site is currently grassy property
located along the north bank of McCoy's
Creek.

Southwest of the
intersection of Werd
Radio Drive and
King Street.

14

OFFSITE CONCERNS

ONSITE
CONCERNS

SITE SUMMARY

ADDRESS

MAP
#
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FIGURE 1. STREET SITE LOCATION MAP
COUNTY ROAD 16A
FROM SR 13 TO SR 16
ST. JOHNS COUNTY, FLORIDA

DRAWN BY: CO'R
REFERENCE: MAP OF
ST. JOHNS COUNTY, FL
PREPARED BY: THE MICROSOFT
CORP.
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ORANGEDALE & PICOLATA, FLORIDA
QUADRANGLES
DATED 1993

7.5 MINUTE SERIES
(TOPOGRAPHIC)
CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 FEET

NATIONAL GEODETIC VERTICAL DATUM OF 1929

QUADRANGLE LOCATION

FIGURE 2. TOPOGRAPHIC SITE LOCATION MAP - WEST
WESTERN PORTION OF COUNTY
ROAD 16A
FROM SR 13 TO SR 16
ST. JOHNS COUNTY, FLORIDA

DRAWN BY: CO'R
REFERENCE: MAP OF
ORANGEDALE & PICOLATA,
FLORIDA
PR EPARED BY: U.S.G .S.
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7.5 MINUTE SERIES
(TOPOGRAPHIC)
DATED 1993

CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 FEET

NATIONAL GEODETIC VERTICAL DATUM OF 1929

QUADRANGLE LOCATION

FIGURE 3. TOPOGRAPHIC SITE LOCATION MAP - EAST
EASTERN PORTION OFCOUNTY
ROAD16A
FROM SR 13 TO SR 16
ST. JOHNS COUNTY, FLORIDA

DRAWN BY: CO'R
REFERENCE: MAP OF
ORANGEDALE & PICOLAT A,
FLORIDA
PREPARED BY: U.S.G.S.
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FIG UR E 4. SITE AND VICINITY MAP
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COUNTY ROAD 16A
STATE ROAD 13 TO STATE ROAD 16
ST. JOHN S COUNTY, FLORIDA

DRAWN BY: CO'R
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
PARCEL DATA SHEETS

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

014030 0000

Map Number:

1

Facility Name:

Weedman' s Grocery

Location:

4925 SR 13

Property Owner:

George M. Shalley, et. al.

Property Type:

convemence
store/gas
station

Description: View to the southwest at the parcel located approximately 150 feet south of the west
end of the subject corridor.
Comments/Recommendations: T he parcel is cmTently developed as a convenience store and gas
station. The facility is registered as a UST facility, but was not listed in the FirstSearch database
report. The facility is registered as having two 10,000-gallon unleaded gasoline USTs that were
installed in 1980. This facility is not listed with FDEP as having petroleum contamination reported.
A compliance inspection by the St. Johns County Environmental Health Department, Storage Tanks
Section, dated August 2005, did not reveal any violations. Based on the results of the Risk Rating
Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this investigation, this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk
rating. Because this is a gas station that remains in operation and current site conditions are
unknown, this facility is an off-site potential threat. Further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

The site consists of a convenience store and gas station. Site improvements included
a convenience store, and a canopy over two gasoline pumps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of The Pantry, a convenience store/gas station (Parcel 2)
to the northwest; a vacant building that historically served as the Orangedale
Community Center (Parcel 3) to the northeast, across SR 13; and residences to the
southeast and southwest.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

3

Historical Land Use
Comments:

The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The
facility's building first appears in the 1975 aerial photograph; however, the canopy
over the dispenser island was not visible until the 1980 aerial photograph.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: FDEP ID#8506123
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

Two 10,000 gallon USTs containing unleaded gasoline were installed in 1980 and
are currently in service at the facility.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

2

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

NIA

No regulatory agency violations were found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"11" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

0 14035 0000

Map Number:

2

Facility Name:

The Pantry

Location :

9900 Shands Pier Dr.

Property Owner:

The Pantry, Inc.

Property Type:

convenience store/
gas station

Description: View to the southeast of the parcel located at the western end of the subject corridor
at SR 13.
Comments/Recommenda tions: The site is currently developed as convenience store and gas
station. The facility is registered as a LUST facility, but was not listed in the FirstSearch database
report. The facility is registered as having three 10,000-gallon unleaded gasoline USTs that were
installed in 1993 to replace two 8,000-gallon USTs. A discharge of unleaded gasoline was reported
on August 1993. The facility was declared eligible for the Petroleum Liability Insurance and
Restoration Program (PLRIP) in 1993. A Contamination Assessment Report (CAR), dated
September 1993, was completed and a No Further Action (NFA) was recommended. An NFA was
granted by FDEP in January 1996. A compliance inspection by the St. Johns County Environmental
Health Department, Storage Tanks Section, dated September 2005 , did not reveal any violations.
Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this investigation, this
parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because this is a gas station that remains in operation
and current site conditions are unknown , this facility is an off-site potential threat. Further

assessment is waiTanted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments :

The site consists of a convenience store and gas station. Site improvements included
a convenience store, and a canopy over two gasoline pumps. The risk rating point
was assigned because this facility is a gas station that remains in operation and
cuJTent site conditions are unknown.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of Weedman's Grocery, a convenience store/gas station
(Parcel 1) to the south; a vacant building that historically served as the Orangedale
Community Center (Parcel 3) to the east, across SR 13 ; a liquor store to the north,
across Shands Pier Drive; and residences to the west.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

2

Historical Land Use
Comments:

The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps . The
facility's building first appears in the 1975 aerial photograph.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D . Number: FDEP ID#8518497
Comments:

USEP A ID Number:

NI A

Three 10,000 gallon USTs containing unleaded gasoline were installed in 1993 and
are cuJTently in service at the facility. Two 8,000-gallon USTs that were installed in
1977 were removed from the facility in 1993.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

A discharge of unleaded gasoline was reported in August 1993 during the removal
of two 8,000-gallon USTs from the facility.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"10" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

010220 0000

Map Number:

3

Facility Name:

Nelson's Store Facility

Location:

9520 CR 16A

Property Type:

vacant building

Property Owner:

Description: View to the northwest of the parcel located north of CR 16A, east of CR 210
intersection.
Comments/Recommendations: The site is registered as a UST facility. The facility is registered
as having one 550-gallon kerosene UST, two 550-gallon unleaded gasoline USTs, one 1,000-gallon
unleaded gasoline UST, and one 1,200-gallon gasoline UST removed from the facility in June 1994.
FDEP's Document Management System (OCULUS) did not have a file listing. St. Johns County
Environmental Health Department, Storage Tanks Section did not have any information about this
facility at the time of our inspection. No closure report was available for review concerning this
facility. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this
investigation, this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because a tank closure report and
any pertinent sampling results were not available, the soil and groundwater conditions at this facility
are unknown. Further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

The parcel consists of a vacant house and an outbuilding. Other site features include
an unpaved semi -circular driveway south of the building. The risk rating point was
assigned because site conditions at this facility are unknown .

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of a residences to the north, east, and west, and
undeveloped land to the south.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Historical Land Use
Comments:

The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The
facility's building first appears in the 1975 aerial photograph . A semi-circular drive
is visible in the 1975, 1980, 1985, and 1993 aerial photographs. A very small
structure north of the semi-circular drive, that may have been a gasoline pump
dispenser island, is visible on the 1975 to 1985 aerial photographs.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: FDEP ID#859803213

Comments:

USEPA ID Number:
NIA

One 550-gallon kerosene UST, two 550-gallon unleaded gasoline USTs , one 1,000gallon unleaded gasoline UST, and one 1,200-gallon unleaded gasoline UST were
removed from site in 1994.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search. The facility
is listed as a UST site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"6" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

0 l 03 l O 0000; 0 l 0340 0000

Map Number:

4

Facility Name:

Master' s Property

Location:

north of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Troy A. Masters

Property Type:

residence and
agricultural land

Description: View to the north of the active farmland portion of this parcel located north of CR
16A, east of CR 210 intersection.

Comments/Recommendations: This parcel is not a registered facility. This site is largely used for
agricultural purposes. A house, out buildings, and cell tower are also prese nt in the central portion
of the site. T he site appears as row crops back to the 1975 aerial photograph. T his fac ility is
suspected of historically and/or currently utilizing pesticides/herbicides on their crops. The cell
tower was inaccessible because it was locked at the time of our site inspection. Some cell towers
have a 550-gallon diesel AST for backup e mergency power; therefore, since this cell tower was not
inspected , it is assumed that a 550-gallon AST is in place at this fac ility. Based on the results of the
Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table l ), this parcel has been assigned a "high " risk rating. Because
of the potential for pesticides/herbicides to have been utilized on the site, further assessment is
warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is agricultural land utilized for crops. The cell tower may have a 550gallon diesel AST for backup emergency power. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on
site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Historical Land Use
Comments:

Row crops were visible on the site back to the 1975 aerial photograph. No row crops
were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. The site was not listed in city directories
or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides were historically utilized and/or stored
on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
USEPA ID Number:

Facility I.D. Number: NI A
Comments:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way. Pesticides/herbicides storage suspected.
Additionally, the cell tower may have a 550-gallon diesel AST for backup emergency
power. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"7" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011080 0000

Map Number:

5

Facility Name:

Koria] Property

Location :

northwest quadrant of
CR 16A and
Hardwood Landing
Rd.

Property Owner:

Fawzi and Afaf Kori a]

Property Type:

residence/former
agricultural land

Description: View to the north of a residential parcel located the northwestern quadrant of CR
16A and Hardwood Landing Road.
Comments/Recommendations: This site historically was used was used for agricultural purposes;
currently, it occupied by a residence. It appears as row crops back to the 1975 aerial photograph .
This facility is suspected of historically and/or currently utilizing pesticides/herbicides on their crops.
Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel has been assigned
a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides to have been utilized on the
site in the past, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility was agricultural land utilized for crops m the past.
conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

No suspect

0

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land to the northeast; residential land to
the north and northwest and west; and crops to the south. The risk rating point
assignment was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides were/are
currently utilized on the southern adjoining property..

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

3

Historical Land Use
Comments:

No row crops were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. Row crops were first
visible on the site in the 1975 aerial photograph. A house was first present on the site
and the row crops were gone by the 1980 aerial photograph. The site was not listed
in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides were utilized on site in the
past.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way. Past pesticides/herbicides storage suspected.
The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides were utilized on site in the past.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"9" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011080 0000

Map Number:

6

Facility Name:

Weedman Farm

Location:

west of CR 16A;
south of Hardwood
Landing Rd.

Property Owner:

Earl J. Weedman

Property Type:

agricultural

Description: View to the southwest of active farmland located south of Hardwood Landing Road
and west of CR 16A
Comments/Recommendations: This site currently is an active farm and a registered UST facility.
Row crops were evident back to the 1975 aerial photograph. Prior to the property's use as a farm,
a large airfield and/or bombing range was present back to the 1942 aerial photograph. The concern
for this property is suspected current and/or past pesticide/herbicide use and potentially unexploded
ordnance and/or chemicals from active ordnance. Three diesel ASTs are located near the farm
buildings, approximately 800 feet west of the subject corridor. No petroleum contamination was
reported for this facility. A St. Johns County compliance inspection did not reveal any violations.
Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) this investigation, this parcel has
been assigned a "high" risk rating, based on points. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides
to have been utilized on the site and the potential for unexploded ordnance and/or chemicals from
past use of ordnance, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is agricultural land utilized for crops. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on
site and if the past potential for unexploded ordnance and/or chemicals from past use
of ordnance were located on the site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of a mixture of residential land and undeveloped land.
The residential land on the northern adjoining property historically was occupied by
row crops (Parcel 5). The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is
unknown if pesticides/herbicides were utilized on the northern adjoining property.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

Row crops were visible on the site back to the 1975 aerial photograph. Prior, a large
airfield occupied the property. No buildings were visible on or near the airfield. The
surface of the airfield appeared marked, as if the site were used for bombing target
practice. The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps.
The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized/stored on site and if the past potential for
unexploded ordnances and/or chemicals from past use of ordnances were located on
the site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
USEPA ID Number:

Facility I.D. Number: FDEP !0#8736635
Comments:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way. Pesticides/herbicides storage suspected.
ASTs not visible from the right-of-way. The risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Three 800-gallon diesel ASTs are located near the farm buildings, approximately 800
feet west of the subject corridor. A 5,000-gallon ammonia compound AST and a
12,000-gallon ammonia compound AST were removed from the facility; no date was

listed for the removal. No petroleum contamination was reported for this facility.
A St. Johns County compliance inspection did not reveal any violations.
Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"12" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

012100 0010

Map Number:

7

Facility Name:

Maguire Timber Corp.

Location:

3 rd

Property Owner:

Tidewater Timber Corp.

Property Type:

abandoned residence

Street and SR 16A

Description: View to the west of an abandoned house and shed located in the community of
Elwood.
Comments/Recommendations: This parcel is a registered LUST facility. This site is occupied by
an abandoned house and shed. The former USTs appeared to be located in the front yard of the
house, based on maps from past site assessments). Information about the facility was obtained from
OCULUS, Three 500-gallon USTs and one 2,000-gallon UST were removed in July 1989. Two
USTs contained leaded gasoline and two USTs contained diesel; it was unspecified which of the
US Ts contained which product. The site was listed as eligible in the Early Detection Incenti ve
Program (EDI) in 1988. A CAR, conducted in 1996, indicated groundwater flow to be in a westerly
direction , towards the proposed pond site (4D), located approximately 100 feet away. A Monitoring
Only Plan (MOP) was recommended in this report. The most recent documentation on OCULUS
to indicate the current status of facility was a letter, "Groundwater Sampling Results", dated October
22, 2003. The letter stated that benzene was found in one monitoring well at 2.79 ug/1, above the
GCTL of 1 ug/1. Other petroleum constituents were found below GCTLs in the remaining

monitoring wel1s. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel
has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the ongoing assessment on this property and its
proximity to a proposed pond site (4D), further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is an abandoned house and shed with an overgrown yard. No evidence
of the former UST tank pits were visible. The facility's past uses are unknown. The
risk rating point assignment was chosen because the facility remains in a MOP.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Ad iacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land to the north and residential1y
developed land to the west, south, and east.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Historical Land Use
Comments:

The site's building was visible back to the 1942 aerial photograph. The risk rating
point assignment was chosen because the activities at the site are unknown , USTs
were located on the site, and the remediation is not complete.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

4

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: FDEP ID# 8841552
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Three 500-gallon USTs and one 2,000-gallon UST were removed in July 1989. Two
USTs contained leaded gasoline and two USTs contained diesel; it was unspecified
which of the USTs contained which product. A discharge of diesel was reported on
August 1988. The facility is listed as eligible in the Early Detection Incentive
Program (EDI) as of 1988. A CAR, conducted in 1996, indicated groundwater flow
to be in a westerly direction, towards the proposed pond site 4D. A Monitoring Only
Plan (MOP) was recommended in the CAR. The most recent documentation on
OCULUS to indicate the current status of the facility was a letter, "Groundwater
Sampling Results," dated October 22, 2003. The letter stated that benzene was found
in one monitoring well at 2.79 ug/1, above the Groundwater Cleanup Target Levels

(GCTL) of 1 micrograms per liter (ug/1). Other petroleum constituents were found
below GCTLs in the remaining monito1ing wells.
Risk Rating Point Assignment:

4

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"13" - LOW

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011750 0000

Map Number:

8

Facility Name:

Ross Prope1ty

Location:

northeast of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Helen D. Ross

Property Type:

agricultural land

Description: This parcel consists of active farmland located northeast of CR 16A.
Comments/Recommendations: This site is used for agricultural purposes and appears to be active
farmland. No barns or out buildings were observed on the site. It appears as row crops back to the
1960 aerial photograph index. The site appears as a field without row crops evident in the 1975 and
1980 aerial photographs. Row crops are visible in the 1985 to 2005 aerial photographs. This facility
is suspected of historically and/or currently utilizing pesticides/herbicides on the crops. Based on
the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this investigation, this parcel has
been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides to have been
utilized on the site, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is agricultural land. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because
it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land to the north, west, and south; and
agricultural land to the east. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it
is known if pesticides/herbicides were historically utilized on eastern adjoining site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Historical Land Use
Comments:

Row crops were visible on the site back to the 1960 aerial photograph index . No
row crops were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. The site was not listed in city
directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The risk rating point assignment was
chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NI A

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"11" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet

Parcel No.

026970 0000

Map Number:

9

Facility Name:

Orangedale Substation

Location:

southwest of CR 16A

Property Owner:

FPL

Property Type:

electrical substation

Description: View to the south of the electrical substation parcel located southwest of CR 16A.
Comments/Recommendations: This substation is a registered RCRA Small Quantity Generator
(SQG) facility . The site was undeveloped in the 1942 aerial photograph and first appeared as a
substation from the 1975 to 2005 aerial photograph. No signs regarding the presence or absence of
PCBs were observed. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for
this investigation, this parcel has been assigned a "no" risk rating.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is an FPL-owned electrical substation. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because information was obtained from FPL regarding the current PCB
status of the facility. FPL stated that the equipment at facility has either been tested
or has a non-PCB sticker on the equipment.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of pastureland to the northeast; undeveloped to the
northwest, and rural residential to the southwest and southeast.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Histor ical Land Use
Comments:

The site was undeveloped in the 1942 aerial photograph and developed as the
substation in the 1975 to 2005 aerial photographs. City directories and Sanborn Fire
Insurance Maps do not cover the subject corridor. It is not known if PCB-containing
equipment was utilized/stored in the past at this older facility constructed prior to
1975, when PCBs were in use ..

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of- way. None reported from FPL.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

No RCRA violations were listed in the regulatory database report.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"5" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)

Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

027160 0000

Map Number:

Facility Name:

Mill Creek Substation

Location: southwest of CR 16A

Property Owner:

FPL

Property Type: electrical substation

10

Description: View of the gated entrance to the substation located southwest of CR 16A.
Comments/Recommendations:
This substation is not a registered facility. The site was
undeveloped in the 1942 aerial photograph appeared as planted pine in the 1960 photographic index
and the 1975 through 1993 aerial photograph. The substation was present by the 1998 aerial
photographs. No signs regarding the presence or absence of PCBs were observed. Based on the
results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this investigation, this parcel has been
assigned a "no" risk rating.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is an FPL-owned electrical substation. The 1isk rating point assignment
was chosen because information was obtained from FPL regarding the PCB status
of the facility. FPL stated that the equipment at facility has either been tested or has
a non-PCB sticker on the equipment.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent prope1ties consist of pastureland to the northeast; undeveloped to the
northwest, and rural residential to the southwest and southeast.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Historical Land Use
Comments:

The site was undeveloped in the 1942 through 1993 aerial photographs and
developed as the substation in the 1998 to 2005 aerial photographs. City directories
and Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps do not cover the subject corridor.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
USEP A ID Number:

Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

NI A

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"O" - NO

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011080 0000

Map Number:

11

Facility Name:

Weedman Prope11y

Location:

north of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Earl J. Weedman

Property Type:

agricultural

Description: View to the northeast of the parcel that consists of active farmland located north of
CR 16A
Comments/Recommendations: This site currently is used for agricultural purposes and is not a
registered facility. Row crops were evident at the time of the site inspection. The site appears as row
crops back to the 1975 aerial photograph. This facility is suspected of historically and/or currently
utilizing pesticides/herbicides on their crops. No barns or out buildings were observed from the rightof-way. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this
investigation, this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for
pesticides/herbicides to have been utilized on the site since it was a farm, further assessment is
warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is agricultural land utilized for crops. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are cun-ently utilized on
site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of a mixture of residential land, undeveloped land and a
sod farm (Parcel 12). The residential land on the northern adjoining property
historically was occupied by row crops. The risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides were utilized on the southwestern
adjoining property
(Parcel 12).

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

Row crops were visible on the site back to the 1975 aerial photograph. No row crops
were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. The site was not listed in city directories
or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are cun-ently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
USEPA ID Number:

Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way. No barns or out buildings were observed from
the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency viol ations were not found during the database search .

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"12" · HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

027 130

Map Number:

12

Facility Name:

Mill Creek Sod Farm

Location:

southwest of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Mill Creek Ranch , LLC

Property Type:

agricultural land used
for a sod farm

Description: View to the south of the sod farm located southwest of CR 16A near the terminus of
CR 16A near SR 16.
Comments/Recommendations: This site currently is used as a sod farm and is not a registered
facility. Past agricultural use involved row crops, which were first visible in the 1975 aerial
photograph and continued to the 2005 aerial photograph. This facility is suspected of historically
and/or currently utilizing pesticides/herbicides on the farm land. Based on the results of the Risk
Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel has been assigned a "low" risk rating. Because of the
potential for pesticides/herbicides to have been utilized on the site since it was a farm, further
assessment is warranted at the site.

Comments:

This facility historically was agricultural land utilized for crops. The risk rating point
assignment was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently
utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of a mixture of residential land and undeveloped land.
The residential land on the northern/northeastern adjoining property is farmland
(Parcel 11). The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides were utilized on the northern adjoining property.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

Row crops were visible on the site back to the 1975 aerial photograph. No row crops
were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. The site was not listed in city directories
or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. The risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NI A
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"12" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

0 11080 0000

Map Number:

13

Facility Name:

Former Wolfe Ranch

Location:

north of CR 16A and
SR 16

Property Owner:

SJP, LLC

Property Type:

agricultural
land/pastureland

Description: View of the eastern portion of the farmland on the Wolfe Ranch parcel located north
of CR 16A and SR 16.
Comments/Recommendations: This site currently is used for agricultural purposes and is a
registered UST facility. Facility information was obtained from OCULUS and from personnel in
FDEP' s Northeast District Office. A Site Assessment Report (SAR), dated October 24, 2001 , was
conducted at the facility. Two 1,000-gallon ASTs (diesel and unleaded gasoline) that were installed
in 1990 and removed in January 2001. The report concluded that excessively contaminated soils
were not found on site, soil analytical results did not indicate the presence of contaminate soils at
or above the cleanup target levels, and concentrations of petroleum contaminants of concern detected
did not exceed groundwater criteria. FDEP subsequently issued an NFA for this facility. The
western portion of the site appears to have been undeveloped in the 1942 aerial photograph and
pastureland from the 1975 aerial photograph to the 2005 aerial photograph . Row crops were evident
at the time of the site inspection on the eastern portion of the site, just north of where CR16A

terminates at SR16. The crops were visible from the 1985 aerial photograph to the 2005 aerial
photograph. This facility is suspected of historically and/or currently utilizing pesticides/herbicides
on the crops. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1) used for this
investigation, this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for
pesticides/herbicides to have been utilized on the eastern portion of the site, further assessment is
warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility is agricultural land, the eastern portion of which is utilized as fannland
with row crops evident. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is
unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of a mixture of residential land, undeveloped land and
pasture land.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Historical Land Use
Comments:

No row crops or other concerns were visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. Row
crops were visible on the eastern portion of the site back to the 1975 aerial
photograph. The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance
Maps. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site. The ASTs on the site were
installed in 1990 for fann use and were located in the vicinity of the fann buildings.
The ASTs were removed in 2001. An NFA was issued for the site. The risk rating
point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are
currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: FDEP 10#8631076
Comments:·

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way. Pesticides/herbicides use/storage suspected.
The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

1

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

The site is a registered UST facility. A Site Assessment Report (SAR), dated October
24, 2001, was conducted at the facility. Two 1,000-gallon ASTs (diesel and unleaded
gasoline) that were installed in 1990 and removed in January 2001 . The report
concluded that excessively contaminated soils were not found on site, soil analytical
results did not indicate the presence of contaminate soils at or above the cleanup
target.levels, and concentrations of petroleum contaminants of concern detected did
not exceed groundwater criteria. FDEP subsequently issued an NFA for this facility.
While an NFA was issued for the ASTs formerly located on the site, indicating
remediation of the facility is complete, the risk rating point assignment was chosen
because it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are currently utilized/stored on site.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

2

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"9" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

013940 0000

Map Number:

14

Facility Name:

Former Community Center

Location:

4390 SR 13

Property Owner:

Denise and Joseph Smith

Property Type:

vacant commercial
building

Description: View to the east of the vacant Orangedale Community Center located at CR 16A and
SR13.
Comments/Recommendations: This parcel is occupied by a small, one story, vacant building.
According to the property card from the St. Johns County Property Appraiser's Office, it was
constructed in 1942 and hist01ically served as the Orangedale Community Center. No concerns were
observed for this facility. Further assessment is not warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This building is vacant. No suspect conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land to the north; a liquor store to the
west, across the intersection of CR 16A and SR 13; The Pantry (Parcel 2) to the
southwest; and undeveloped land to the south and east. The risk rating point
assignment was chosen because of the adjoining Parcel 2.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

4

H istorical Land Use
Comments:

The structure is present on the parcel back to the 1942 aerial photograph. According
to personnel at the St. Augustine Historical Society, the building historically serviced
as a community center.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
USEPA ID Number:

Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

NI A

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"4" - NO

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

012100 0010

Map Number:

4D

Facility Name:

Proposed Pond 4D

Location:

southwest of CR 16A
near Leo Maguire
Parkway

Property Owner:

Tidewater Timber Corp.

Property Type:

wooded land

Description: View to the south west of the proposed pond site 4D.
Comments/Recommendations: This site appears as wooded land back to 1942 based on historical
aerial photographs. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel
has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for contamination migration onto
this proposed pond site from the nearby Parcel 7, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility was wooded land. No suspect conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land. Magurie Timber Corp. property
(Parcel 7) is located approximately 100 feet away. The risk rating point assignment
was chosen because it is unknown if contamination has migrated onto the proposed
pond site parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

This site appears as wooded land back to 1942 based on historical aerial photographs.
The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"5" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011750 0000

Map Number:

6A

Facility Name:

Proposed Pond 6A

Location:

northeast of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Helen D . Ross

Property Type:

wooded land

Description: View to the south west of the proposed pond site 6A.
Comments/Recommendations: This site appears as wooded land back to 1942 based on historical
aerial photographs. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel
has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides to have
been utilized an adjoining property in the past, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility was wooded land. No suspect conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land and farmland. The Ross Property
(Parcel8) adjoins to the north. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because
it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are/were utilized on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

This site appears as wooded land back to1942 based on historical aerial photographs.
The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"5" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011750 0000

Map Number:

6B

Facility Name:

Proposed Pond 6B

Location:

northeast of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Helen D. Ross

Property Type:

wooded land

Description: View to the south west of the proposed pond site 6B.
Comments/Recommendations: This site appears as wooded land back to 1942 based on historical
aerial photographs. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1), this parcel
has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides to have
been utilized an adjoining property in the past, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility was wooded land. No suspect conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of undeveloped land and farmland. The Ross Property
(Parcel8) adjoins to the north. The risk rating point assignment was chosen because
it is unknown if pesticides/herbicides are/were utilized on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

This site appears as wooded land back tol942 based on historical aerial photographs.
The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"5" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

011080 0000

Map Number:

8C

Facility Name:

Proposed Pond 8C

Location:

northeast of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Earl J. Weedman

Property Type:

agricultural field

Description: View to the northeast of the proposed pond site 8C.
Comments/Recommendations: This site appears as agricultural land back to the 1975 based on
historical aerial photographs. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1),
this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides
to have been utilized on this parcel in the past, further assessment is warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments :

This facility was agricultural land with planted rows of crops.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Adjacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of farmland, the Weedman Property (Parcell I) . The
risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is unknown if
pesticides/herbicides are/were utilized on the adjoining parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

This site appears as agricultural land back to 1975 based on historical aerial
photographs. The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance
Maps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search .

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"15" - HIGH

CR16A (SR 13 to SR 16)
Phase I Environmental Assessment
Parcel Data Sheet
Parcel No.

027130 0000

Map Number:

8D

Facility Name:

Proposed Pond 8D

Location:

southwest of CR 16A

Property Owner:

Mill Creek Ranch, LLC

Property Type:

wooded land

Description: View to the southwest of the proposed pond site 8D.
Comments/Recommendations: This site appears as wooded land back to the 1942 based on
historical aerial photographs. Based on the results of the Risk Rating Point Assignment (Table 1),
this parcel has been assigned a "high" risk rating. Because of the potential for pesticides/herbicides
to have been utilized on the southern adjoining parcel (Parcel 12) in the past, further assessment is
warranted at the site.

Current On-Site Conditions
Comments:

This facility was wooded land. No suspect conditions were observed on the parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Adiacent Conditions
Comments:

Adjacent properties consist of farmland, the wooded land and the Mill Creek Sod
Farm (Parcel 12). The risk rating point assignment was chosen because it is
unknown if pesticides/herbicides are/were utilized on this adjoining parcel.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

5

Historical Land Use
Comments:

This site appears as wooded land back to 1942 based on historical aerial
photographs. The site was not listed in city directories or Sanborn Fire Insurance
Maps.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Storage of Hazardous Materials and/or Generation of Hazardous Wastes
Facility I.D. Number: NIA
Comments:

USEPA ID Number:

NIA

None observed from the right-of-way.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

Regulatory Agency Violation Database Search
Comments:

Regulatory agency violations were not found during the database search.

Risk Rating Point Assignment:

0

CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT VALUE:

"5" - HIGH

APPENDIXB
ENVIRONMENTAL DATABASE REPORT
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PREPARED FOR:

Aero star
1181 Industrial Parkway
Jacksonville, Fl 32246

Tel: (407) 265-8900

Fax: (407) 265-8904

Environmental FirstSearch is a registered trademark of FirstSearch Technology Corporation. All rights reserved.

Environmental FirstSearch
Search Summary Report
Target Site:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

F'IrStSearc h S ummary
Database

NPL
CERCLIS
NFRAP
RCRA TSO
RCRACOR
RCRAGEN
ERNS
State Sites
Spills-1990
SWL
Other
REG UST/AST
Leaking UST
-TOTALS-

Sel

Updated

Radius

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

05-17-05
08-01-05
08-01-05
06-13-05
06-13-05
06-13-05
12-31-04
06-29-05
07-05-05
02-14-05
07-05-05
08-04-05
09-07-05

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Site

1/8

1/4

1/2

1/2>

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

-

l

l

0
0

0
0
1
0
0
2

l

0
0
2
0
4

1

5

0

-

0

-

0

ZIP

0
0
0
0
0
1
19
0
1

0
2
8
0
31

TOTALS

0
0
0
0
0
3
19
0
3
0
2
12
l

40

Notice of Disclaimer
Due to the limitations, constraints, inaccuracies and incompleteness of government information and computer mapping data currently available to
FirstSearch Technology Corp., certain conventions have been utilized in preparing the locations of all federal, state and local agency sites residing in
FirstSearch Technology Corp.'s databases. All EPA NPL and state landfill sites are depicted by a rectangle approximating their location and size. The
boundaries of the rectangles represent the eastern and western most longitudes; the northern and southern most latitudes. As such, the mapped areas
may exceed the actual areas and do not represent the actual boundaries of these properties. All other sites are depicted by a point representing their
approximate address location and make no attempt to represent the actual areas of the associated property. Actual boundaries and locations of
individual properties can be found in the files residing at the agency responsible for such information.

Waiver of Liability
Although FirstSearch Technology Corp. uses its best efforts to research the actual location of each site, FirstSearch Technology Corp. does not and
can not warrant the accuracy of these sites with regard to exact location and size. All authorized users of FirstSearch Technology Corp. 's services
proceeding are signifying an understanding of FirstSearch Technology Corp.'s searching and mapping conventions, and agree to waive any and all
liability claims associated with search and map results showing incomplete and or inaccurate site locations.

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Information Report
09-28-05
CHERIE/AEROST AR/VIVIAN
LINEAR

Request Date:
Requestor Name:
Standard:

TARGET ADDRESS:

LINEAR
010538016

Search Type:
Job Number:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

Demographics
Non-Geocoded:

40

Sites:
Radon:

31

Population:

NA

NA

Site Location
Degrees (Decimal)

Degrees (Min/Sec)

UT Ms

Longitude:

-81.562396

-81 :33:45

Easting:

445754.1 7 1

Latitude:

29.995398

29:59:43

Northing:

3318228.504

Zone:

17

Comment
Comment:JOB # 0105 -380-16

Additional Requests/Services
Adjacent ZIP Codes: 0.25 Mile(s)
ZIP
Code

Citv Name

32259 JACKSONVILLE

Services:

ST Dist/Dir Sel

FL 0.00 --

y

Reauested?
Sanboms
Aerial Photographs
Topographical Maps
City Directories
Title Search
Municipal Reports
Online Topos

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Date

Environmental FirstSearch
Sites Summary Report
TARGET SITE:
TOTAL:

40

_M!!Q_ID ___DB_~

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

GEOCODED:

9

JOB:

0 10538016

JOB# 0 105-380-16

NON GEOCODED:

31

SELECTED:

0

__ _Site Name/ID/Status _______________ Address _________________ __________ ____ Dist/Dir __ Pa~ No. _ ·····-·-·· -· -··---

RCRAGN

ORANGEDALE SUBSTATION
FLR0000854l 5/SGN
t,

6885 CR l6A
ORANGEDALE FL 32086

0.00--

2

SPILLS

WOLFE RANCH
558631076/0PEN

6260 HWY l6A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

0.00--

2

3

UST

NELSONS STORE FACILITY
559803213/CLOSED

9520 CR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

0.00--

4

2

UST

WOLFE RANCH
558631076/0PEN

6260 HWY l6A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

0.00 --

6

4

LUST

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
\,!
55884 1552/CLOSED

SR l 6A
SA INT AUGUSTIN FL 32084

0.02 NE

9

4

SPILLS

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
558841552/CLOSED

SR l6A
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32084

0.02 NE

10

4

UST

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
558841552/CLOSED

SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32084

0.02 NE

12

5

RCRAGN

FLORIDA DEP HWCS SILVEX REM SITE
FLD984244608/SGN

6500 SR 16
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 3230 I

0.02 SW

14

6

UST

WEEDMAN FARMS INC
558736635/0PEN

7875 HARDWOOD LANDING RD
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32043

0.08 SW

15

v

()

--·-----·

Environmental FirstSearch
Sites Summary Report
TARGET SITE:
TOTAL:

40

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
GEOCODED:

9

JOB:

010538016

JOB# 0 105-380- 16
NON GEOCODED:

31

SELECTED:

M__!Q_ID ___DB T:y~--- Site Name/ID/Status _________ _____ Address _________________ __ _____
D_is_t/Q.!!"__
HWY 2 10 & INTERSTATE 95
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

ERNS

ST AUGUSTINE TRAWLER
8542IUNKNOWN

SAN SEBATIAN RIVER
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

ERNS

RYDER LOGISTICS
447494/HIGHWAY RELATED

190 AT 207 OFF RAMP
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

ERNS

NATIONAL FREIGHT INC.
255003IHIGHWAY RELATED

RT 95 NORTH MILE 311
SAINT AUGUSTfN FL

NONGC

NIA

ERNS

INTERSTATE 95 STATE ROAD 206 EXIT
NRC-578208/MOBILE

NONGC

NIA

SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

1-95 S. MP 310
NRC-704256IMOBILE

NONGC

NIA

SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

ERNS

TRISTATE MOTOR TRANSIT
339185IHIGHWAY RELATED

195 AT THE NORTHBOUND REST
SAINT AUGUSTfN FL

NONGC

NIA

ERNS

BILL KING MOBIL HOME MOVERS
347622IUNDERGROUND STORAGE

HWY #I NORTH OF OCEAN BLVD.
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

MILEPOST 32
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

8116IUNKNOWN
GRUMMAN ST AUGUSTINE

GRUMMAN PROPERTY ACROSS FM
NONGC

NIA

3825 17IFIXED FACILITY

SAINT AUGUSTIN FL
HWY 207
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

NRC-6 I 5409IFIXED

ALONG COUNTY ROAD 208 EB LA NONGC
SAfNT AUGUSTIN FL

NIA

421205IUNKNOWN (NRC)

HOLIDAY INN
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

182500IUNKNOWN (NRC)

BURRES PARKING LOT COVER CO NONGC
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NIA

166177IFIXED FACILITY

NONGC

NIA

7536IUNKNOWN

SAINT AUGUSTIN FL
OASIS MARINA AREAi/NEAR KIN
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

435IUNKNOWN

0.5 MILES N. OF RT 206
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

5848IUNKNOWN

1771 STATE RTE 13
JACKSONVILLE FL 32259

NONGC

NIA

NRC-732689/FIXED
TRAPINI TRAILERPANK
I 16602/UNKNOWN

NONGC

NIA

SAINT AUGUSTfN FL
NON GC

NIA

32092ICATTLE VATS

SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

ERNS

TIA TRUCK STOP

Page No. ________________

NRC-585997IMOBILE

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

ERNS

OTH ER

0

Environmental FirstSearch
Sites Summary Report
TARGET SITE:
TOTAL:

40

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

GEOCODED:

9

M_!J!_ID _ DB TyJ!e__ __ __S_it_e .N_~l!!_~_D_/S_t_at_us _______ _

JOB:

0105380 16

JOB# 0 105-380-16

NON GEOCODED:

Address

31

SELECTED:

0

. ·-··--- -- ____________ _Dist/Dir __ P~ No. _
NONGC

NIA

500 WORLD COMMERCE PKWY
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

WOLFE RANCH SITE #2
559803487IOPEN

6260 HWY 160 & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTfN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

WORLD GOLF VILLAGE FUELING YARD
559807131/CLOSED

3400 INTERNATIONAL GOLF PKW
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL

NONGC

NIA

UST

KING & BEAR GOLF COURSE
559803271/0PEN

2689 OAK GROVE A YE
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

MA COM CARMODY X7 l 3
559805957IOPEN

9950 LEO MAGUIRE RD
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

RING POWER CORP
559807223IOPEN

500 WORLD COMMERCE PKWY
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

SHELL-FIRST COAST ENERGY # 118
559701332IOPEN

120 CENTER PLACE WAY
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

SLAMMER & SQUIRE GOLF COURSE
559800494IOPEN

305 WORLD GOLF VILLAGE BLVD NONGC
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NIA

UST

ST JOHNS CNTY NE UTIL
559805139IOPEN

120 NE 8TH ST
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

UST

WOLFE RANCH SITE #2
559803487IOPEN

6260 HWY 160 & HWY I6
SAINT AUGUSTIN FL 32092

NONGC

NIA

OTHER
32259ICATILE VATS

JACKSONVILLE FL 32259

RCRAGN

RING POWER CORP
FLROOO l 19347ISGN

SPILLS

---- -- . - ·---· ··----

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

r--------------- ---- ---1:

- ·-

ii

.

RCRA GENERATOR SITE

---··
. - - -- --------. - ·-.- --- ·•···
.. -·-.- - · - • ••- - - - -- - - --

SEA~!=_H ID: ___ _______ _ ___ ___ ___________ _

--~
-

--- - - - · · - · - - · - -----·- - ·-··· - - ----------------

ORANGEDALE SUBSTATION
6885 CR I6A
ORANGEDALE FL 32086
:\
ST JOHNS
,; CONTACT: WILLIAM RUECKERT
ADDRESS:

11 - - --

.-·--·

_l?~~!jl)_!_~:_____J_:_~Q_~= - - _
__

I NAME:

I:

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

--- - - - - - ------··-·--- ---·- -------· ·. --------·-··-----------·---- --··-·---." .: =--=--- - .-

,I

I!I i - - - · · • · • - - · - - · - - - - --

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A

SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

- - ~ - -· - - - - -· -·--·--·-·------- - --- ·- - -·· ··-----· - -

···-·------- - - -~

REV:
IOI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

MAP ID:
11 /09/03
FLR0000854 I 5
SGN
5613093101

-----·-·-·------ - - - · - - - -- -

ii

Ii

SITE INFORMATION

,1

ii

UNIVERSE TYPE:

i

SQG - SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR: GENERATES I 00 - I 000 KG/MONTH OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

Ii
i!

i\

SIC INFORMATION:

'I

0011 - DISCONTINUED, CHANGED, OR UNKNOWN

Ii

1: ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION:
!J

l:
!!

VIOLATION INFORMATION:

. ···-···---·--....:::::..-::....-··-----·----------_------- - ·-·· --- - -~--=-------=:.=-.=·==----====-------··-:-· ··----~---·~-----·-···--------~ _===-:-: __ .__.

- ----=~--~-==--. -·-··-····.....:._.:.-:::._·---:..:.-_::_===-.::===-::~-=-----=--==----==-=---:: i

Site Details Page - I

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

010538016

JOB # 0105-380-16

STATE SPILLS SITE
:: SEARCH ID:
NA:.1E:
ADDRESS:

DIST/DIR:

4

-- - · - - · - - - ------·--------- - - -- ----··-------·-·····-· -----·-

MAP ID:
REV:
IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

WOLFE RANCH
6260 HWY 16A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

CONTACT:

·--- ----

0.00 --

···-

2

1/2/03
558631076
8631076
OPEN

-------·---- - - - -

d

!j

SITE INFORMATION

RELATED PARTY:
ID NUMBER:
ROLE:
BEGIN:

24273
ACCOUNT OWNER
12/24/1986

NAME:

WOLFE, VIRGIE P
PO BOX 1208
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32085 1208

PHONE:

(904) 829-3540

BAD ADDR INDICATOR:
FAC CONTAM ID:
CLEAN UP STATUS:
SCORE:
RANK:

N

23307
CMPL

DISCHARGE INFORMATION
TASK INFORMATION

CLEANUP RESP:
ACTUAL COMPLETION:
ACTUAL COST:

TASK ID NUMBER:
ORDER COMPLETION:
PAYMENT DATE:
,, RA
,.
li

It
i!

"ii

TASK ID NUMBER:
ACTUAL COST:

634 16

CLEANUP RESP:
YEARS TO COMP:

0

SRCR
12/6/200 I
NFA APPROVED BY PCS.

SUBMIT DATE:
ISSUE DATE:

10/24/2001
12/ 17/200 1

67294

CLEANUP RESP:
PAYMENT DATE:

l

i'

ACTION TYPE:
REVIEW DATE:
!: COMMENT:

'i

li

!i

i.,

SA

IDNUMBER:
ii COMPLETION DATE:
11
ACTUAL COST:

I!

:j

- Continued on next page -
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Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
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JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

TARGET SITE:

-=-:· .=:

···------=:::::· -:.-:=: :-:-·--::_-::.- ·= ----=---.:-·-=·--- --=..::..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:::::: .:7.-::.:::::::=:..

I.

i:1!rl ···-·SEARCH
ID: 4
-·--··--··- -·- ---------- --····--·-·-···-·-

0.00 --

DIST/DIR:
-----··--·----- .. - - - · -

-···- · ·-·-·---·---------·--------·-·· ----·

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

__

--:=--=---==--===..--:.. -:.:-:::-_________

... ---·----- -·-

MAP ID:

-·- - -- _____________ .;: :_-___ ::::..= =--=::

2

-·-· --··-----·-·· ----··-.

-- ··-- ·-···-----·-· ··

i,

Ii

1i NAME:
!:,, ADDRESS:

WOLFE RANCH
6260 HWY 16A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

CONTACT:

n

·-- -· - ---- -------- ·

-- ----

;i
,i

ID NUMBER:

·r ORAL DATE:

! FREE PROD REMOVAL:
TONNAGE REMOVED:
OTHER TREATMENT:
COMPLETION DATE:
,: COST:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE RECEIVED DATE:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE STATUS DATE:
SR COMPLETION STATUS:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE COMMENT:

REV:
IDI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

1/2/03
558631076
8631076
OPEN

CLEANUP RESP:
WRITTEN DATE:
SOIL REMOVAL:
TR EATMENT:
PAYMENT DATE:

Site Details Page - 3

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

SEARCH ID:

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

DIST/DIR:

5

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

0.00 --

MAP ID:
REV:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

NELSONS STORE FAC ILITY
9520 CR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
55.00
CONTACT: JEAN B NELSON

IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

3

8/4/05
559803213
9803213.00
CLOSED

SITE INFORMATION
TOTAL NUMBER OF TANKS:

5

FACILITY TYPE:
DEP CO:

C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL
N

TANK INFORMATION
!

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

TANK

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOVED
550
K-KEROSENE
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

2
TANK

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOYED
550
B- UNLEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL US ER/NON-RETAIL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

3
TANK

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

B - REMOVED
1000
B - UNLEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
C- FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

4
TANK

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):

B - REMOVED
550

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

CLOSED
N
OI-JUN-1994

CLOSED
N
OI-JUN-1994

CLOSED
N
Ol -JUN- 1994

CLOSED
N
01 -JUN-1994

- Continued on next page -
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COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

TARGET SITE:
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REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

!
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:1 SEARCH ID:
1,

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

- - - - ~-

DIST/DIR:

5

- - - --· - - · - --- - - - - - -· -· -

··· -- · - - · --

-- -

- · -· -

-- - -~ ...:=:.. = :.:=::·-:: -.:.::::.:::::.::.:: ..:. .·::.:..·.·· ·-_-_:·

0.00 --

ii

=---_-- _--;:----::..:.-=---- - ---- -=--:-·.:..___ - ·---------i.

MAP ID:

3

- --

:i
I'

1;

,.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

REV:
IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

NELSONS STORE FACILITY
9520 CR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
55.00
CONTACT: JEAN B NELSON

8/4/05
559803213
9803213 .00
CLOSED
.

-

,,

!

B - UNLEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
C • FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

!' CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

I·

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

5
TANK

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE :
TYPE:

B - REMOVED
1200
B - UNLEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

CLOSED
N
OI-JUN-1994 .

!:

I:
i'.

-

- --

- - - ····---------···

-·7__

- - - - - · -·-·--- -· ··

·- ···

_-- -

- - ---------- - -- -- -- - -- - - - - -- - - -

- -- - -------···

.

-

_______________
.,
-- ------ - ..

----------

Site Details Page - 5

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:
-· --- -·-- - · · .. - -

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A

SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

. --- ----------- -------·-- - - -- - - - - - - - _____ -__.· -·-:--

~

·- -

- :.·::-:::===-.~=----------_·::.

0 10538016

JOB# 0 105-380-16
-=· --- -- ;::..--:-_ ::.:=.-:-:-_---:-.::-.-:-·:::: '.·:::·

- -:-.:-=:-.::-...::-=::-.-:·:..-:=.7.::::.=:-::::.:;'.':":_.-==- :.•.

·------ -· ---· ........... :...----,1

I!

REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
~=-....:..::..::::: -::::.· -::::=.:...·.=__,....:_ _ _ __;:-- --~- - --=----=··-....::.::::.::.-::=::=--===-·:.-=:.:.- =· ·-==-'..:-- - :_ -

,; SEARCH ID:

-- ------- --=~---·..::-::--==--=----::.=-. --- --==.· _·::-=::-.===-~=-----=-== :-::.·:·.-.: :.:::..-:---.·:.::..-· ;·.·-·: :..:...... .:--:...:...:..::..·.~·=---::-.:: .-:..---=-=--:----=-=-

DIST/DIR:

8

. ! -- ------------------------------· ____.._ -----------··-·-

0.00 --

MAP ID:

-

-

2

I!

ii

11

I!
11

Ii
11

i

·[

WOLFE RANCH
6260 HWY 16A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
ST. JOHNS
CONT ACT: NORMAN MOODY

REV:
IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

- ---~ -

.

·-···----------- -- - ---- · ··---·---··---

-·

8/4/05
55863 1076
863 1076.00
OPEN
(904) 829-3540

J:

II
,,ll

1!

-- - - --- i!
Ii

i!II

ij SITE INFORMATION

I

,

!

,i

;i

TOT AL NUMBER OF TANKS:

9

FACILITY TYPE:
DEPCO:

N

M -AGRICULTURAL

TANK INFORMATION
I

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

TANK
Ol-JUL-1945

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOVED
10000
B - UNLEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

2
TANK

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8 -REMOVED
560
A - LEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TANK ID:
TVI:
., INSTALLED:

i!

l!

"
::ii; i

·,!i

TKSTAT:

!I CAPACITY(GAL):

ii
:l CONTENT:
lf PLACE:
TYPE:
jl

ii

3
TANK

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

N

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
31-DEC- 1989

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
3 1-DEC- 1989

OPEN
31-DEC-1989

8-REMOVED
888
M - FUEL OIL - ONS!TE HEAT
UNDERGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

d

;·

;l

TANK ID:

11 TV!:

ii

ii11 INSTALLED:

II

'I TK STAT:
CAP ACITY(GAL):

4
TANK
Ol -NOV- 1957

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
3 1-DEC-1989

8-REMOVED
888

Site Details Page - 6

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

010538016

JOB # 0105-380-16

i~·---- •·-::--:-:----·- .... •·------ . -·--- -·----·----· ---- ·• . - --··-·- . ---·-

_·.=_::=.-:- .-:=.:-=.:_ - - . - - - - - - - - - · .•·

•--- -- -- -·-:::::-~-::-.-:- ::·::::.::"=-.-:--===·:=::-:-I

1;

.

Ii

REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

j ~ - - - - · - · - - - · -- ------ - - --- --· ·· ····· - - - - - - -·-·-----------

SEARCH ID:

- ·---

-- - - ·- - · - - - - - - - -- -··--·-·---·· -

DIST/DIR:

8

-~-------

:
---· ·---c-=--=--==--cc=c~ .- - =-= cc c·c=c =-=·.cc.a-=-=---~
MAP ID:

0.00 --

2

------ ·-·· ···- · ··- .... ...... - --- l

l,
NAME:
ADDRESS:

WOLFE RANCH
REV:
8/4/05
j;
6260HWY16A&HWY 16
IDI:
55863 1076
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
ID2:
863 1076.00
1,
ij
ST. JOHNS
STATUS:
OPEN
;[ CONTACT: NORMAN MOODY
PHONE:
(904) 829-3540
: . - -~ - - --- -·· - -----·-------- --- -·---~ ----- ------ -------· --- - - - - -- · - ----·----- ------·--------- - --- - --- . -··-·------ -- -----------·-· ..... ---·

i

CONTENT:
:: PLACE:
TYPE:

TANK ID:

5
TANK

I

Ii

B-REMOVED
888
M - FUEL OIL - ONSITE HEAT
UNDERGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TANKID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

6
TANK
0 l-JUL-1990

.1

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
I'
1: CONTENT:
q PLACE:
i' TYPE:

B - REMOVED
1000
D - VEHICULAR DIESEL
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

;f
'!

TANKID:
TVI:
i' INSTALLED:

7
TANK
Ol-JUL-1990

![

B-REMOVED
1000
B - UNLEADED GAS
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

:i

!1

!'
;,
!:

i,

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

i' TKSTAT:

!_!,

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

!i

----- -- ii

A - LEADED GAS
UNDERGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

!f ::~~ALLED:

,.

i

!!

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N

31-DEC-1989

OPEN
N

OI-MAY-2001

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
01 -MAY-2001

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
Ol-MAY-2001

STATUS:
DEPCO:

OPEN

N

:i

Ii
ii TANK ID:

H TVI:
I

II

INSTALLED:

i1!

8
TANK
OI -JUL-1990

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
I ! CONTENT:
ii
PLACE:
Ii TYPE:

U - IN SERVICE
500
D - VEHICULAR DIESEL
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

i

9
TANK

!l

ii

Ii1,

TANK ID:
TVI:

N

Site Details Page - 7

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

r="=-~,=--'-= ,__-- -" _________,__

n--------------- --

11- --. -~

-- --. -

. - --

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

JOB:

----~--~GISTERED ~~~;;;~-~D-~-;;~;;~~~-~~-,,_ --------- .
-- - - -~--=-== =

--= ···-·-c:ccc- --,·--- =-- ~ -= --cc- _- - =-- =·cc.=c=--c-.c-.cc-_-c-: ===--·--=·--· --

DIST/DIR:
0.00 -ID: 8
lii! . SEARCH
··-·-·-----··--- ---· ·- ·---- ----· -- --·--·-- -·-- .. -- -·---- ----------·---·-·--··----·-- --··-- ------ -.-

Ii

!;
:
1

1;
,.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

11

!i
I,

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

REV:
IDI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

WOLFE RANCH
6260 HWY 16A & HWY 16
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
ST. JOHNS

_C::_<?~_!-~~:!:__ NORM~~~~9_?~ ------ --------- ___ _
0 I -JUL-1990

:: INSTALL ED:

-·-- ---_cc==·--, __-:-cccc:-=:c. __

MAP ID:

2

8/4/05
558631076
863 1076.00
OPEN
(904) 829-3540

STAT DATE:

1:

ii

U - IN SERVICE
500
B - UNLEADED GAS
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
11
CONTENT:
PLACE:
11,'
1
TYPE:

ii

"
ii

'i

11

I'
!I

ii

Ii
i\

;:

Ji
:1

,I

11

i!
I!
11

Ji

i\

I:

!I]!

Ii

i

I!
Ji

,I

I!I!
i1

ll
II

i
!I
-

-

- - - - - - - - ------- -

-

-----

---- -- · -

- - - - - - - ·- ----·------

--- ---- --- -- --- - --------- - -- ---- - ---

______
. _.:::_-=-:-·-_:..::: ::.~=-=---=--=-=·-=----
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Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

JOB:

- ---------- -·------------·--·---- ··---· ------- ----·
-- ·-·-· --- -··-- --····--·-----------------···-···
-··---·
--· ·-···.
--- -----·------- - ----------·------------

- - --------------· ·------· -·-- -·

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16
- - ----- -------. -----::: ..:.--.::..-=--=:::-.=.--::::.~:::-::.::-._ -

-

--·-··11
ccc:-c

i
ii

AP_!_~.:._ -----~ - ______________

[!

LEAKING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

i
1-=·.c.··=- ---=··.c..=-

-... : :..c --:: :, _______ .cc·.cc.....

l _SEARCH ID: _ _9___
NAME:
ADDRESS:

____

= .=..-c:·cc-...=.-.c··-=-=:.

--

··c=·c- -- -

_____ _ ___ ___ -- ~!-~!'l~!R:

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32084

CONTACT:

CLEAN UP STA TUS:
CLEANUP ST ATUS DA TE:
RANK:

. ----

---·-··-----------·-·--·--------- --- ---·-·-·-·-----=== ,==---=--·cc:..:.. ·-- ·

- --- °-·°-~-~~----REV:
IOI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

_. . -~

917105
558841552
8841552
CLOSED
(904) 824-4708

SRCR - SRCR COMPLETE
04-12-2004

ii!:
:1

DISCHARGE INFORMATION
DISCHARGE DATE:
POLLUTANT:
COMBINED:
SCORE:
SCORE DATE:
GAL DISCHARGED:
DRINK WELLS AFFECTED:
!; MONITORING WELLS:
d SOIL AFFECTED:
,; SWATERAFFECTED:
G WATER AFFECTED:
CLEANUP ELIG:

JI

I,•I

ii

08-30-1988
A - LEADED GAS

:J

ii

l!
'I

"

71
11-04-1997

0
N
y
N
N

E- ELIGIBLE

•i

·!

DISCHARGE DA TE:
POLLUTANT:
COMBINED:
SCORE:
SCORE DATE:
GAL DISCHARGED:
DRINK WELLS AFFECTED:
!, MONITORING WELLS:
SOIL AFFECTED:
S WATER AFFECTED:
G WATER AFFECTED:
CLEANUP ELIG:
CLEANUP REQUIRED:
WORK STATUS:
INFO SOURCE:
OTHER SOURCE:
SITE MANAGER:
MANAGER END DA TE:
:,,, TANKOFFICE:

"
1l

rl
!'

08-30-1988
D - VEHICULAR DIES EL
71
11-04-1997
0
N

y
N
N

E-ELIGIBLE
R - CLEANUP REQUIRED
COMPLETED
E-EDI
BROWN_RC
04-12-2004
PCTM3 - TEAM 3

UST INFORMATION

11

:,

Site Details Page - 9

Environmental Firs/Search
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

0105380 16

JOB# 0105-380-16

I: .. .
ST ATE SPILLS SITE

1'
Ir

- ··-··-=·.,--=· ..=-c:=.cc=· ,.

ii::

·-· - -- - ·· -·- - -···· - --·

!!

1:

SEARCH ID:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

Ii i

·cc_···.= cccc==c--· · ··

DIST/DIR:

3

- ·---- ----- - -- ·-

0.02 NE

MAP ID:
1/2/03
558841552
8841552
CLOSED

REV:
ID I :
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32084

CONTACT:

4

SITE INFORMATION

i i.;

I

,. RELATED PARTY:

Ii
ID NUMBER:
ROLE:
BEGIN:

13409
ACCOUNT OWNER
9/20/ 1988

NAME:

MAGUIRE TIMBER CO
PO BOX 101 1
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32085 1011

PHONE:

(904) 824-4708

BAD ADDR INDICATOR:
FACCONTAM ID:
CLEAN UP ST ATUS:
SCORE:
RANK:

N
5157
ONGO
71
1372

iii!
,.i: DISCHARGE INFORMATION
TASK INFORMATION
ii

;,

:1 RAP

ii

'i TASK ID NUMBER:

COMPLETION :
Ii ORDER
PAYMENT DATE:

Ii

14763
12/ 12/2000

CLEANUP RESP:
ACTUAL COMPLETION:
ACTUAL COST:

RP

14764

CLEANUP RESP:
YEARS TO COMP:

RP

RA
TASK ID NUMBER:

I! ACTUAL COST:
!I
I,i

ii

ii

I!,,

SRC
SUBMIT DATE:
ISSUE DATE:

ACTION TYPE:
REVIEW DA TE:
COMMENT:

Ii

ii SA
ii

!I

II

14762
1/30/1997

ID NUMBER:
COMPLETION DATE:
ACTUAL COST:

1i

ii··:=cc,cc·c:c:c.·:

RP

CLEANUP RESP:
PAYMENT DATE:

..c.=::=

=..c .- ·

=·= ::= :: =

,=~-=-==cc.-:c.c=c.cc.=.-::- =~-· - - ==c-cc.c.c=,.cc:c ..- ··· c::cc.c=.=-=c-_-_-,cc=··=

Continued on next page -

- - -·· - - - · - ---··- ·-

··----·· ··-·--- · -· _ _ · ____ ,_ •.,.==..

-

-- -·

-.,·,===·· .
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Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

JOB:

010538016

JOB # 0105-380-16

STATE SPILLS SITE
- - -

- - - --- - - - - -

: SEARCH ID: ·---·---··
3 -

,,' ------- . ·------------

- - - - ·--- -- - - -- - ---- ------------- -- ---- -- ---

NAME:
, MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
,; ADDRESS: SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32084

·!

CONTACT:

ID NUMBER:
ORAL DATE:

-

DIST/DIR:

---- ··· ----·-·

14761

FREE PROD REMOVAL:
TONNAGE REMOVED:
OTHER TREATMENT:
COMPLETION DATE:
COST:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE RECEIVED DATE:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE STATUS DATE:
SR COMPLETION STATUS:
SR ALTERNATE PROCEDURE COMMENT:

-- --- - - --- - - --- - ---

--------- - --- - - - -- -- ------ - - -- --

0.02 NE
REV:
IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

·- ···-·- -

MAP ID:

- - --

--- -- - ----- -- - --- - -- -- -

4

1/2/03
558841552
884 1552
CLOSED

CLEANUP RESP:
WRITTEN DATE:

RP

SOIL REMOVAL:
TREATMENT:
PAYMENT DATE:

I

ii

'1----~'-- '----==---=-- -c==~~~=

'-·===c-·c=·=--=--"'·=-=·~'·- -~- --·- -··,---_· .... ···-- - - ------- ·-- ·- _ ·

-- ·--- s·------ ----· -- ---- --------- -

Site Details Page - I I

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:
-·---::-=.:·.::,.;_:::-=::~·: .. -=-=·

·-·--------·· . .. .

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

010538016

JOB # 0105-380-16

·--·-----. - ------ - --- -------- ---- ---···-- ---- ._. -------- -·-- -------·--

... ::..-:::=.·: -

·-- -

--·- -····· ' . --- ··- ......

REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
· ~ ---.--.- - .--------·-···· - -____ __.___ --

, SEARCH ID:
I

- - -- - · - -··

---------- -

-

-- --- ·.:.·-··-- -- - - -

. - ------

. --

DIST/DIR:

7

---- - --

- - - --

- -- ~- - --

0.02 NE

-----

-- ···-··-· - .

·::~ ··:7····.:-::: .....= = =:.-::--· --=-= ·.:::::-..==..J

MAP ID:

4

- - --·--·- - - --- - - ·- - -

NAME:
ADDRESS :

REV:
IDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTIN E FL 32084

CONTACT: CRAIG A MAGUIRE

8/4/05
558841 552
884 1552.00
CLOSED
(904) 824-4708

SITE JNFORMA TION
TOTAL NUMBER OF TANKS:

4

FACILITY TYPE:
DEPCO:

C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL
N

TANK INFORMATION
TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

I
TANK

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
T YPE:

8-REMOVED
888
Y - UNKNOWN/NOT REPORTED
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

TANK ID:
,. TVI:
INSTALLED:

i!

ii
":·

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOVED
888
Y - UNKNOWN/NOT REPORTED
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

TANK

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

B-REMOYED
888
Y - UNKNOWN/NOT REPORTED
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

Ji TANK ID:

Ii

2
TANK

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

3

4

TVI:
INSTALLED:

TANK

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):

B - REMOYED
888

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

STATUS:
DEP CO:
STAT DATE:

'I

ii

I _· •••:.-:. _:7...:=.::::.. ...-.-:-:::::::::7"_-=:. _____-_::::______ _- - •

-.-------- --- - - - - - - - - - -- --- · - ····--··----·-------· - - --·--------- - -- ------ --·----------·---·

CLOS ED
N
3 1-MAY-1989

CLOSED
N
3 1-MAY- 1989

CLOSED
N
3 1-MAY- 1989

CLOSED
N
3 1-MAY-1 989

- Continued on next page ·------------- -

____ ;i
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Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TAR GET SITE:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

JOB:

If ---- - -~-- ------------- -- ----- -. ~~~;-~-~~;-~D~R~;o~~-~~o~~~
I~c-=c=c:c_=,_,·-_cc,=----

-- ' · , --·- . ·-··= -c-__ccc =cc_-== -

.ccc

.=,-, --'

ID: 7
Iii! .SEARCH
--- - --------- -----------NAME:
ADDRESS:

'1:.

I!

-='°-~=-='--·==cccc__-==-- =c-cc_-_-= ,·=c--- ·- __ -=c --c·:=c.

MAGUIRE TIMBER CORP
SR 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32084

CONT ENT:

~--==-==--=-~ ~--=-=-----__-,

REV:
lDl:
ID2:

STATUS:
PHONE:

CONTACT: CRAIG A MAGUIRE
11--- - ------- ------------

\\ PLACE:
TYPE :

TA~;;==--'-=~~ -~,--- -----"--

DIST/DIR:
0.02 NE
-----------··
---------- ----------- ----------· - --~

I!
I'
1,

0105380 16

JOB# 0105-380-16

MAP ID:

-----------·

--==--c=.c.--:c,c -,=cc_c_, _ •.cc= cc,-,

4

----------- -·-- !·

8/4/(5
558841552
8841552.00
CLOSED
(904) 824-4708

Y - UNKNOWN/NOT REPORTED
UNDERGROUND
C - FUEL USER/NON-RETAIL

i:

L
,,
J!I'

,,
i'
I

I·

Ii
:i

i'

1,
It

I,.
,,
I

!•

i11
I

I•

Ii
L

i:

;,,

i;

l

,,I,
iiq

I!i!

;l

Ii

1:
I'

1:

i
n

:!

I!

Ii

1!

ii

I!
,,,,1:
ii

I'
1!

ii

Site Details Page - 13

Environmental FirstSearch
Site Detail Report
TARGET SITE:
·-· -·-

- -__ :______ _.._____ ;· __ -

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

JOB:

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

___ _ ________ --_- .-:.
RCRA GENERATOR SITE

SEARCH ID:

DIST/DIR:

2

0.02 SW
REV:
lDl:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

FLORIDA DEP HWCS SIL VEX REM SITE
6500 SR 16
ST AUGUSTINE FL 32301
ST JOHNS
CONT ACT: GEORGE HEULER

MAP ID:
6/ 13/05
FLD984244608
SGN
9044880190

SITE INFORMATION
CONT ACT INFORMATION:

GEORGE HEULER
2600 BLAIRSTONE RD
TALLAHASSEE FL 323010

PHONE:

9044880190

UNIVERSE INFORMATION:
SNC:
BOYSNC:
GPRA PERMIT:
GPRA POSTCLOSURE:
GPRACA:
GPRACME:
PERM PROG:

N-NO
N-NO
N-NO
N-NO
N-NO
N-NO

SUBJCA NON TSD:
CA WRKLD:
GEN STATUS:

N-NO
N-NO
SQG

PREM WRKLD:
CLOSURE WRKLD:
PCWRKLD:
SUBJCA:
SUBJCA TSD 3004 :

N-NO
N-NO

NAIC INFORMATION

92411 - ADMINISTRATION OF AIR AND WATER RESOURCE AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION:

VIOLATION INFORMATION:
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JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

TARGET SITE:

0105380 16

JOB# 0105-380-16
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REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

~c-_c_cccccc:c-.

.'

= ..o. _ .• .o.. ·---- --

ii SEARCH ID:

---'·- ~ ' - - · - · - · - ··· -- - - - - - " -· ... ·. · .. c·.c......... ----- --·· - · - - · - · - - - - · - · · - . . ....... , . --

DIST/DIR:

6

,, ------ - - - - - - ··· - ----··-·-·-····· - · ·····

0.08 SW

- -- ---------- ·--·-- --- ----- - - - --

i:

----·--·····

REV:
IDI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHONE:

,. NAME:
1, ADDRESS:

WEEDMAN FARMS INC
7875 HARDWOOD LANDING RD
1;
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
ST. JOHNS
CONTACT: TROY MASTERS

----·- --- --~- •. c= ·cccc=c.c·=·-cc.==. ·· - • .cc.o.cc=-=.=c:c:c-cc·J

-

I

II

MAP ID:

i:

6

-·-·····---····-------------· - · -···--··- - · ·

11

ii
,,!1
ii
ii

8/4/05
558736635
8736635.00
OPEN
(904) 829-8034

ii
i!

ii
·· ··- -·· ---- -- - - - I!

Ii
!t

ii1,

SITE INFORMATION

ii

TOTAL NUMBER OF TANKS:

5

FACILITY TYPE:
DEPCO:

N

i

M - AGRICULTURAL

TANK INFORMATION
TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

TANK
01-JUL-1987

TK STAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOVED
5000
R - AMMONIA COMPOUND
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

2
TANK
Ol-MAR-1 994

TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

8-REMOVED
12000
R - AMMONIA COMPOUND
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

TANK ID:
TVI:
INSTALLED:

3
TANK
0 l -APR-1994

"
L

,: TKSTAT:
CAPACITY(GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
H TYPE:

!:

OPEN

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

05 -MAR-2003

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
05-MAR-2003

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
Ol -MAR-2003

N

ii
I•

I'

IiIi
ii

U - IN SERVICE
900
D - VEHICULAR DIESEL
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

ij

11

i!
I!
11
!I

li:;
,, TANKID:
\j TVI:
'I INSTALLED:
lj

ii

'i TKSTAT:

CAPACITY(GAL):

4
TANK
01-JAN-2002

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
01-MAR-2003

U - IN SERVICE
900
•

- Continued on next page !~_-__
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SEARCH ID:

-

______

JOB:

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

TARGET SITE:

-
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REGISTERED UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
__- - -::··-____
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-

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

-

-

DIST/DIR:

6

'

0.08 SW
REV:
IDI:
ID2:
STATUS:
PHON E:

WEEDMAN FARMS INC .
7875 HARDWOOD LANDING RD
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092
ST.JOHNS
CONTACT: TROY MASTERS

-_

.."..:.

MAP ID:

6

8/4/05
558736635
8736635.00
OPEN
(904) 829-8034

D - VEHICULAR DIESEL
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

5
TANK
01-JAN-2002
TK STAT:
CAP ACITY{GAL):
CONTENT:
PLACE:
TYPE:

U - IN SERVICE
900
D - VEHICULAR DIESEL
ABOVEGROUND
M - AGRICULTURAL

3
3

C -STEEL
K - AST CONTAINMENT
C-STEEL
K - AST CONTAINMENT
C -STEEL
K - AST CONTAINMENT

4
,, 4
5
5

STATUS:
DEPCO:
STAT DATE:

OPEN
N
OI-MAR-2003

MONITORING INFORMATION
TANKID :
3

4
5

DESCRIPTION :

Q - VISUAL INSPECTION OF ASTS
Q - VISUAL INSPECTION OF ASTS
Q - VISUAL INSPECTION OF ASTS

- -----·-----·--·--·------··
... -··------------ -------···-···-·---

.

-.. --···------
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Environmenta1 FirstSearch
Federa1 Database Descriptions
ASTM Databases:
CERCLIS:
Comprehensive Environmentai Response Compensation and
Liabiiity Information System.
The EPA's database of c urrent and
potential Superfund sites currently o r previously under investi g ati o n.
Source: Envi r o nme n tal Protection Agency .

Updated quarterly.
CERCLIS-NFRAP (Archive):
Comprehensive Environmentai Response
Compensation and Liabiiity Information System Archived Sites.
The
Archive d es ignation mean s that, to the bes t o f EPA's k nowl edge ,
assessment at a site has been complet ed and tha t EPA has determined no
further steps will be taken to list this site on t h e National Priorities
Li st (NPL). This decision d oes not n ecessaril y mean that there is no
hazard associated wit h a given site; it o nl y means that, based upon
ava ilable information , the location is not judged to be a pote ntial NPL
site.

Updated quarterly.
ERNS: Emergency Response Notification System.
The EPA's databas e of
emergenc y r espons e acti o ns. Source: Environmental Prot ection Age n cy .
Data s ince January , 2 001 , h as b e en r eceive d f r om the National Resp ons e
Ce n te r a s the EPA no longe r ma intains this data .

Updated quarterl y .
FINDS:
The Faciiity Index System. The EPA ' s Index of ident i ficatio n
numbe r s a ss o c i a t e d wi t h a prop e rt y or fa c ility whi c h the EPA h as
invest i gated o r h as b een ma de a ware o f in c onjunct i on with v a ri ou s
r egul at ory pro gra ms . Each r eco rd indicat es the EPA offi ce t h at may
hav e f il es on the site or f a c ility . So urc e: Environmental Prot e c t ion
Agency.

Updated semi - annua lly .
NPL : Nationai Priority List.
The EPA' s li s t o f confirmed or p r oposed
Su perfund si t es . Source : Environme nt al Prot ection Agency .

Updated q uarterly.
RCRIS:
Resource Conservation and Recove.z:y Information System . The EPA ' s
d atab ase o f r e gi ste r e d haz a rdo u s wa ste ge n e r a t ors a nd tre atme nt ,
sto r age a nd di sposal fac iliti es . Inc lude d are RAATS (RCRA
Admi nis t rat ive Act i o n Trac ki ng System) a nd CMEL (Complian ce Mo n itoring &
Enforcement Li st ). Sou rce: Environmental Protection Agency.
RCRA TSO: Resource Conservation and Recove.z:y Information System
Treatment, Storage, and Disposai Faciiities.
The EPA ' s databa se of
RCRI S s it e s whi c h tre at , s tore , di s p ose , o r inc ine r a te h a zardou s was t e .
Thi s informat ion is a l so r e p o rt e d in t h e s t a nda rd RCRIS d etailed d a t a .

ASTM Database Descriptions (continued):
RCRA COR:
Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System
Corrective Action Sites. The EPA's database of RCRIS sites with
reported corrective action. This informat i on is also report ed in the
standard RCRIS detailed data.
RCRA GEN : Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System
Large, Sma11, and Very Sma11 Quantity Generators . The EPA's database
of RCRIS sites that create hazardous waste or meet other RCRA
requirements.
Included are RAATS (RCRA Administrative Act ion
Tracking System) and CMEL (Compliance Monitoring & Enforcement List).
RCRA NLR:
Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System
sites No Longer Reguiated.
FirstSearchDs proprietary database of
Resource Conservation and Recovery I nformation SystemOs that the EPA
cannot categorize.

All RCRA databases are Updated quarterly

Environmental FirstSearch
Federal Database Descriptions
Non-ASTM Databases:
HMIRS:
Hazardous Materia1s Incident Response System.
This databas e
contains information fr om the US Department of Tr a n sportation regarding
mat er ial s , packaging, and a desc ript ion o f events for tracked incidents .

Updated quarterly .
NCDB:
Nationai Comp1iance Database.
The National Compliance Data Base
System (NCDB) tracks regional compliance a n d en f orcement activ it y and
manages the Pesticides and Tox i c Substances Compliance and Enforcement
program at a nat i onal level . The system tracks al l compliance monit oring
and en for cement activities from the time an inspector conducts and
inspection until the time the inspector c l oses or the case sett le s the
enforcement actio n . NCDB is the national repository of the 1 0 regional
and Headquar ters FIFRA/TSCA Tracking System (FT TS). Data collected in
the regional FTTS is transferred to NCDB to support the need for
monitoring n ationa l performance of regional programs.

Updated quarterly
NPDES:
Nationai Po11ution Discharge E1imination System.
The EPA's
database of all permitted facilities re ceiving and discharging
e ffluent s. Source : Enviro nment al Protection Age nc y .

Updated semi-annually .
NRDB:
Nationai Radon Database.
The NR DB was created by the EPA to
distr ibut e information regarding the EPA/State Residential Radon Surveys
and the National Res i dentia l Radon Survey.
The data i s presented by
zipcode in Environmental FirstSearch Reports.
Source: Nat i onal
Technical Information Service (NTIS)

Updated Periodically
Nuclear:
The Nuclear Regulatory CommissionDs
nuclear facilities.

(NRC) list of permitted

Updated Periodically
PADS: PCB Activity Database System
The EPA's database PCB handl ers (gene rators, transporters, starers
and/or disposers) that are required to notify the EPA, the rules bei n g
similar to RCRA. Thi s database indi cates th e type of handler and
registration number. Al so in c luded is the PCB Transformer Registration
Database.

Updated semi-annually.
Receptors:
19 95 TIGER census listing of schools and hospitals th at may
house individuals deemed sensitive to environmental discharges due to
their fragile immune systems.

Updated Periodically

Non-ASTM Database Descriptions (continued):
RELEASES:
Air and Surface Water Re1eases.
A subset o f the EPA 's ERNS
database which have impacted only air or surface wate r.

Updated semi-annually.
Soi1s:
This database includes th e State So il Geographic (STATSGO) data
for the conterminous United States from the United State s Geographical
Survey (USGS) . .
It contains information regarding so il characteristics
such as water capac i ty , percent c l ay , organ i c material, permeab ili ty ,
thickness of la yers , hydrologica l characteristics , qualit y of drainage ,
surface, s l ope , liquid limit , and the annua l frequency of f l ooding .
National Resources Conservation Services Soil Survey Geographic(SSURGO)
database, and the USGS Digital Data Series bedrock data.

Updated annually
TRIS:
Toxic Re1ease Inventory System . The EPA's database of all
fa cilities that have had or may be prone to toxic ma teri al releases.
Source: Environmental Protection Agency.

Updated semi-annually .
Federa1 We11s: The United State Geographic Survey(USGS)
Groundwater Inventory Sites

Updated annually

Environmental FirstSearch
Florida Database Descriptions

Three Florida Department of Environmental Protection databases are
included under the Florida Sites list heading.
They include ...
1.
Florida Sites List - identifi es f aci li ties and/o r l ocations
that the Flor ida Department of En .'ironme nt al Regulation
h as recogni zed with potential or exist ing e nvironmental
cont aminat ion. This database has not been updated since
1989
2.

Superfund Hazardous Waste Sites - This database corre l ates
to the NPL database and inc lude s active , de list ed, and Federal
sites . Based on information provided by U. S . Environmental
Prot ection Agency .

3.

State Funded Action Sites - Thi s database i nc ludes sites
prioritized by the State of Florida for c le an -up by the state
or b y potent iall y res ponsible parties.

The List Status f i e ld includes SS, SFAS and SHAS. SS means site i s
on the Original State Sites . SFAS means site is on t he State Funde d
Action Sites li st. SHAS means site is o n t h e State Hazardous Waste
Si te s li s t .
~OLID WASTE FACILITIES (SWF)
The Solid Was te Faci lities Li st is concerned wit h the handling o f so l id
wa ste a nd includes locat ions identifi ed with solid was t e l a ndfilling
or asso ciated act iviti es invo l ving the handling of soli d waste .
The presen ce of a site o n this li st do es n ot n ecessa ri l y i n d i cate
existing enviro nme ntal c ontamination but ra t h e r the potent i a l.
LEAKING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (LUST)
The LU ST d atabase i s concern ed with petro l e um storage tan k s ys tems and
inc ludes facilities a nd/or lo cation s t h at h ave reported the possibl e
r e l ease of cont a mi n a n ts. Include d within this li st are sites that are
in t h e Fl or i da Ear l y Detection Inc e nti ve (EDI) Pr og ram , t he Abandoned
Ta n k Restorati o n Program (ATRP) and the Pet roleum Li ability Insurance
Resto rati o n Program (PLIRP). Th ese programs support remedial action or
r eimbursement f or tho se s ites with e n vironmenta l problems d u e to l ea king
fuel sto rage tan k s . Some s ites li sted i n the report h ave n ot yet been
accept e d in th ese programs .

En vironmental Fir stSearch
Florida Databases and Sources{continued)

The FDEP assigns sco r es to t h e s ites b ased on the t hreat t o human health
a nd t he enviro nmen t . The Ran k i s det ermi ned by t h e s i te 's Score and
refl e c ts the s tat e 's pri o rit y f o r r e me dial a ct i on o n t h at si t e . Typical l y ,
t he l o wer the Rank va lue , t he g reat e r the p ri o rit y fo r remedi a l action
f rom t h e s t a t e.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (UST)

The Flo rida Adminis t rati ve Cod e requ ires r e gi s trat i on of
unde rgro und a n d abovegroun d s t at i o n a r y s t orage tan ks t h at
c o n t ain petro l e um produc ts or hazardo us s ubstance s
r egulated
u nd e r CERCLA .
I n c l usion on thi s l ist indi cates the presence of
stat i onary storage tanks a nd t h erefore t h e pote ntial for
environmental probl e ms .
It
doe s no t necessarily indicate
exi s ting prob lems .
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)

Th e Fl orida De partment of Environme ntal Protect ion potab le water System
Wel l s
BROWNFIELDS
The Flori d a Department of Envi ronmental Protect i o nL'. s Volunt ary Cleanup
Sites
.pdated quaterly
PERMITS:

BROWARD county
Department of Natural Re sources Protecti on (DNRP)

Databases

EARLY DETECTION INCENTIVE (EDI)
Includes l ea king tank sites that fall under the following categories :
•
Early Detect ion Ince n t ive (EDI)
Petroleum Li abi li ty Ins urance Reimbursement (PLIRP)
•
•
Abandon ed Tank Restoration (ATRP)
Environmental assessment And remediation(EA)
Sites t h at have been issue d licenses (by DNRP) to ens ure that proper
assessment and remediation are applied.
REGISTERED UNDERGROUND a nd ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS (ST)
DNRP ' s inventory of Underground a n d Aboveground Storage Ta n ks in
Browa rd County .

Environmental FirstSearch
Florida Databases and Sources(continued)

Hazardous MATERIALS (HM)
This database inc ludes sites that are involved in some way in the
handling of hazardous substances or wastes.
Due to t h e activities
relating to the handling o f hazardous substanc es or waste, t hese sites
possess the potential for environmental con taminati on.

DADE county
Department of Env i ronmental Resource Management (DERM ) Databases
ENFORCEMENT CASES(ENF)
Includes sites that have been notified and/o r investigated by Dade
County t o determine if any cleanup act i vity i s necessary.
Le aking
Underg round Storage tan ks make up the bulk of this database, but
ot h er types of sites inc lude:
unauthorized air emissions, unauthor ized storage fac ili t i es , and s it e specific spills .
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (UT)
DERM 's inventory of Underground Storage Tanks in Dade County .
FUEL SPILL CASES (FSPILL)
DERM 's listing of spi ll cases in Dade County . It cons is ts mainly of
underground tanks.
INDUSTRIAL Waste(IW)
IW2 - Facilities with reclaim systems or holding tanks.
IW3 - Facilities with pretreatment o r treatment systems that
discharge to sewers l ess then 25 ,00 0 ga l. pe r day.
IW 4 - Facilities that operate treatment systems that discharg e to
open ground. (Permit s are no longer issued to fa c i lities that
discharge to open ground.)
INDUSTRIAL Waste(IW5)
Thi s database consists of Industrial Waste type 5.
It is s imilar to
the USEPA 's RCRA database (RCRIS) and includes sites that are invo l v ed
in some way in the handling of hazardous and/or non-hazardous waste .
Du e to the activities relating to the handling of hazardous substances
or waste , these sites possess the potential for environmental
contamination.
Hazardous Waste(HW)
Sites with conf irmed soil o r groundwater cont amination.

Environmentai FirstSearch
Federai Database Sources
-ERCLIS: The EPAu s Comprehens ive Environmental Response Compensation
and Liabili ty Informati o n System database . Updated quarterly
CERCLIS NFRAP: The EPA[Js Compreh ensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liabilit y I n f ormati o n System a r ch i ved sites. Updated
quarterly
ERNS: The EPA[Js Emergency Response Notification System. Updated
quarterly
FED OTHER: The EPADs Section Seven Trac king Syst em. Updat e d Qu arterly
FINDS: The EPAl~ s Facility Index System. Updated as new data becomes
avai l able
HMIRS: The EPA::] s hazardous Materials I ncide nt Respons e System
Updated quarterly
NCDB: The EPAL!s National Compliance Database. Update d quarterly

NPDES: The EPA~ s National Poll ution Discharge Elimination System
Updated quarterly
NPL: The EPA[Js list of confirmed or proposed Superfund Sites
Updat e d qu a r terl y

NRDB: The National Tec hnica l Informati on Se rviceDs National Radon
Database
·~dated as new data becomes avail abl e
The Nuclear Regul ato ry Commi ss i on,Js list of permitted nuc l ear
facilities. Updated p eriodica lly

NUCLEAR:

PADS: The EPACs PCB h andl e r s database . Upda t e d quarterl y
RCRA COR: The EPALJs Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System<:J s Corrective Action Sites. Updated quarterly
RCRA GEN : Th e EPAl.Js Resource Con servation and Recov e ry Informat ion
Systemu s Gen erators a nd Tr a n s port e r s . Updated qua rterl y
RCRA NLR: FirstSear c h LJs proprietary databas e of Resource Co n servat i o n
and Recove r y In f ormat i on Systemi Js that the EPA cann o t categori ze.
Updated quarterly
RCRA TSD: The EPAlJs Resource Con se rvat ion and Recovery Informat i o n
Systemn s Treatme nt , Storage , a nd Disposal facilitie s . Update d
quarterly
RECEPTORS: Th e 2 00 2 Ce n s u s li s ting o f schools a nd hosp i tals
Updated as new data becomes available
RELEASES:

The EPAfl s ERNS air a nd s urface wate r releases . Updated

quarte rly
TRIS : The EPAu s Toxi c Re l eas e Inven tory System. Upda t e d quarte r l y

Environmenta1 FirstSearch
F1orida Database Sources
J3ROWNFIELDS

(BF)

The Florida Department of Environmental Protecti o nOs Voluntary Cleanup
Sites
Updated quaterly
LEAKING UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

(LUST)

The Florida DEP Tank Facility Discharge Information
Updated quarterly
OTHER (OT)

The Florida DEP Dry Cleaning Facilities/Priority Ranking List and Cattle
Dipping Vats. The Florida Geographic Data Library sink Holes of Flor i da
Updated Quarterly
PERMITS

(PE)

Broward County and Dade County DERM enforcement cases , industrial wa s te ,
storage tanks , fu e l s pill c ases and hazardous wa ste p e rmits
Updated qua rte rly
RELEASES

(RL)

Not available
90 SPILLS (SP)

The Florida DEP Conta minati o n and Cle anup Reports
Updated quart e r ly
80 SPILLS (80)

The Florida DEP Contamination and Cleanup Reports
"Jpdated quarterly
STATE SITES

(ST)

The Fl o rida DEP Fl o rida Sites li s t s of Su pe r f und Hazard ous Waste Sites a nd
Stat e Funde d Ac ti on Si tes .
Upda ted quart er l y .
SOLID WASTE LANDFILLS (SWL)

The Florida DEP So lid Waste Fac ilities Li st
Updat e d annuall y
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS

(UST)

The Flo rida DEP Storage Ta nk and Petrol e um Contami n at ion / Cl eanup
Monit o ring
Updated quarterly

GIS Sources
.AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (ACEC)

Not ava il a bl e
AQUIFERS

(AQ)

Not availab l e
STATE WELLS

(PWS)

The Flo rida DE P Potabl e Wa t er Sy s t e m We ll s
Upda t e d a nnua ll y

Environmental FirstSearch
Street Name Report for Streets within .25 Mile(s) of Target Property
TARGET SITE:

Street Name
State Road 16
3rd St
Leo Maguire Rd
Hardwood Landing Rd
County Road 210 WES
Village Glen Dr
State Road 13 NORTH
County Road 16A
1st St
State Road 13
4th St
2nd St
Village Grove Ct
Village Trail Way
Village Run Pl
Hardwood Tr
Castaway Cove Ct
River Oaks Dr

COUNTY ROAD 16A
SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

Dist/Dir
0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 SW
0.01 SW
0.03 NW
0.04 NW
0.05 NW
0.12 SE
0.18 SE
0.21 NW

JOB:

010538016

JOB# 0105-380-16

Street Name

Dist/Dir

Environmental FirstSearch
1 Mile Radius from Line
ASTM Map: NPL, RCRACOR, STATE Sites

COUNTY ROAD 16A , SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

Source: 2001 U. S. Census TIGER Files
Linear s~arch L in~ .. .

•.ified Site. Multiple Sites. Receptor ... .

a •

"

.. Brownfield. Solid Waste Landfi ll (SWI.J or Hazardous Waste .......... .......~
Railroads ....
Black Rings Represent 1:4 Mile Radii; Red Ring Represents 500 ft Radius

Environmental FirstSearch
.5 Mile Radius from Line
ASTM Map: CERCLIS, RCRATSD, LUST, SWL

COUNTY ROAD 16A , SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

(

J
Source: 2001 U. S. Cewms TIGER Files
Linear Search Linc:
·ntitied Site. Mult iple Sites. Receptor ..... . .

••

•

L. Brownli<ld. Solid Waste Landlill fS\V l.i or Hazardous Waste ..... .... ...... .~
Railroads ..

Black Rings Represent I A Mile Rad ii: Red Ring Represents 500 ft. Radius

Environmental FirstSearch
.25 Mile Radius from Line
ASTM Map: RCRAGEN, ERNS, UST

COUNTY ROAD 16A , SAINT AUGUSTINE FL 32092

I

~
/

--~

Source: 2001 U. S. Census TIGER Files
Linea r Search Line
01ified S ite. Multip le Sites. Receptor .. ..
L.

••

•

Brownfie ld. So lid Waste Land till (SWL) or Hazardous Waste . .. ...... .. .....~

Rail roads ...

Black Rings Represent I '4 Mi le Radi i: Red Ring Represents SOO ft Radius

APPENDIXC
QUALIFICATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS

PAUL M. FITCH, P.E.

Proiect Engineer
Mr. Fitch is a Graduate of the University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida. Mr. Fitch is
responsible for the performance and management of AEROST ARs Engineering Department. He
is a qualified environmental professional with over 10 years of industry experience. He has a
strong background in Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessments, Asbestos and Lead-Based
Paint surveys and Abatement Monitoring, Mold Assessments, Spill and Stormwater Plan
development, and Remediation System Design.

Proiect Experience
•

Mr. Fitch's projects have included:

•

Prudential Real Estate Group; Jacksonville, Florida - project manager for multiple Phase I
ES As on a variety of portfolios including large industrial warehouse properties and apartment
complexes.

•

Millenium Specialty Chemicals; Jacksonville, Florida - staff engineer responsible for
comprehensive asbestos survey of a 90 year old chemical plant.

•

Brentwood Housing Project; Jacksonville, Florida - staff engineer responsible For XRF
survey of 600 housing apartment units in 60 days for the City of Jacksonvi lle.

•

Jacksonville Housing Authority; Brentwood, Florida - project manager responsible for
abatement monitoring and air monitoring of workers, performed in full containment during
paint stripping.

•

Davidson Development, World Golf Village; St. Augustine, Florida - project engineer
responsible for monitoring multiple stations for potential impact to the state waters from run
off from the nearby golf courses.

•

Preparation and review of compliance audits and air discharge permits for various industries,
including an equipment manufacturer, a maintenance facility and a jewelry manufacturer.

•

Jacksonville Transportation Authority, Jacksonville, Florida - project engineer responsible
for the upgrade of the JTA's ageing fuel delivery system to comply with all local, state and
federal regulations.

•

Miscellaneous Petroleum Sites, Northeast Florida and Southeast Georgia - project engineer
responsible for design, implementation, installation and operation of numerous air sparge and
soil vapor extraction petroleum remediation systems.

PAUL M. FITCH, P.E.

Academic Background
Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering, University of Central Florida, 1992

Professional Registration
State of Florida Professional Engineer, Registration No. 57447
State of Alabama Professional Engineer, Registration No. 25490
State of Georgia Professional Engineer, Registration No. 29107
Environmental Professional - Phase I ESA, PSI
Phase II Environmental Site Assessment Field Methods, PSI
Scitec MAP 3.5 Spectrum Analyzer Operation, 1994
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 HAZWOPER Worker/Supervisor
EPA AHERA Asbestos Inspector, 1996
EPA Asbestos Abatement Contractor/Supervisor, 2001
EPA AHERA Asbestos Project Designer, 2004
EPA AHERA Asbestos Management Planner, 2004

Professional Affiliation
National Society of Professional Engineers
Florida Engineering Society
Society of American Military Engineers

CHERIE O'RIORDAN, CFEA, REPA

Project Manager
Ms. O'Riordan has over 12 years experience as an environmental scientist for all aspects of
environmental projects including Phase VII Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs), corridor
studies for JacksonviJle Transportation Authority, contamination assessments for Dept. of
Transportation, risk assessments and extensive historical research on environmental projects. Ms.
O'Riordan has been Project Manager on over 1000 Phase I ESAs. She also has extensive
experience writing proposals and generating budgets for Phase I and II ESAs; client and
regulatory interaction; technical oversight; Phase I ESA training; coordination with subcontractors; report editing and preparation. Ms. O'Riordan also was active in many aspects of
interviewing/recruitment new employees.

Project Experience
Ms. O'Riordan 's project experience includes:
•

Project Manager for Phase I ESAs of vacant land slated for upscale mixed-used
development that historically was occupied by the St. Augustine Coal Gasification Plant for
approximately 70 years. The project required extensive historical research and review of
over 20 years of other environmental consultants' data and EPA documentation on the site.

Project Manager for Phase I and II ESAs on a former dairy farm in northwest Jacksonville,
Florida, that was to be become the Northeast Florida Mitigation Bank. The project
required removal of several underground storage tanks and contamination soils.

•

Project Manager for numerous Phase I ESAs in historical areas of Jacksonville and St.
Augustine that required extensive historical and regulatory research due to the large
numbers of historical recognized environmental conditions in the property vicinities.

•

Project Manager for numerous Phase I and II ESAs on shopping center parcels that
historically comprised dry cleaning tenants and unknown underground storage tanks.

Project Manager for a Phase I and II ESA on a parcel adjoining the main dry cleaning plant
at Jacksonville Beach. Research indicated extensive contamination on a parcel slated for
purchase by nearby St. Paul's Catholic Church and extensive client/regulatory contact and
coordination after groundwater sampling under DEP' s purview revealed extensive
contamination on the actual Church property as weJl as their intended purchase.

•

Project Manager for over seven Phase I ESAs for T he Nature Conservancy along the Rails
to Trails project site in Duval County, Florida.

CHERIE O'RIORDAN, CFEA, REPA

Project Experience (cont.)
•

Project Manager for several tracts of land slated for nursing home construction in Lake
County, Florida. All land historically was citrus groves and required soil and groundwater
assessment for pesticides.

Project Manager for a Phase I on numerous parcels of land compnsmg an entire
retail/residential community, "Yukon", across from Jacksonville Naval Air Station.
Historically, part of the property served as a World War I quartermasters camp and the
Phase I ESA revealed a WW-I era horse-dipping vat.

Historical research tasks on several cattle dipping vats in Duval and St. Johns County, prior
to soil and groundwater assessment.

Academic Background
Bachelors of Science Degree in Geography, University of Florida, l 989
Masters of Science Degree in Environmental Engineering, University of Florida, 1993

Professional Registration
Certified Indoor Air Quality Professional, Registration No. 376

